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Abstract

Transition to a society with net-zero greenhouse gas emissions requires a massive expansion of capacity

based on intermittent energy sources such as wind and solar. But how can society safeguard energy

supply with increased intermittency? How large are the social costs of integrating a much higher

share of intermittent renewable energy in the system likely to be? In this paper, we develop a techno-

economic model of the Danish energy sector using plant-level information from the Danish energy

system model, Ramses. We formulate a new efficient integration methodology that allows for a direct

integration with a larger computable general equilibrium (CGE) model. We show that our modeling

approach nests the traditional linear programming approach in bottom-up energy system models. To

fully account for intermittency in energy production, we model energy production on an hourly basis.

The model also includes novel specifications of three key instruments expected to mitigate the costs

of intermittency: Network capacity for trade in electricity, flexibility in short-run energy demand,

and energy storage. Finally, the model is calibrated to Danish data for 2017 and as an illustrative

example of the usefulness of our approach, we simulate the effects of increasing domestic intermittent

renewable energy production.
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1 Introduction

Faced with the threat of global warming and driven by the desire to lead the international community

by example, the Nordic countries have set ambitious goals for their climate policies aimed at phasing

out the use of fossil fuels over the coming decades (Calmfors et al., 2019). As a milestone towards this

goal, the Danish government recently announced a target of reducing Danish greenhouse gas emissions

by 70% in 2030 compared to the 1990-level. Compared to the pace of reductions undertaken so far,

the new ambitious target for reductions requires a massive expansion of renewable energy supply from

intermittent sources such as wind and solar energy (Danish Council on Climate Change, 2018; Danish

Energy Agency, 2019). This raises fundamental concerns: How can society safeguard energy supply if

most of it has to come from intermittent sources? How large are the social costs of integrating a much

higher share of intermittent renewable energy in the energy system likely to be? And what are the costs

and potential of various instruments aimed at mitigating intermittency in the general equilibrium?

In this paper we develop a model for the energy system that can be directly embodied in a large-scale

computable general equilibrium (CGE) model to provide answers to the above-mentioned concerns. The

compatibility with a CGE model relates directly to the issues raised by Danish Council on Climate Change

(2019), who stress that yearly updated forecasts should show whether or not Denmark is expected to be

on track with fulfilling its reduction targets and that all relevant policy initiatives should be associated

with a climate impact assessment. Our integration approach allows for an assessment of climate, energy,

and economic policies within a unified conceptual framework.

We draw heavily on existing techno-economic models such as Ramses (Danish Energy Agency, 2018),

Balmorel (EA, 2018), and the TIMES framework (Loulou et al., 2016). Our contribution to this class

of models is mainly methodological. As energy system models are usually formulated as linear program-

ming problems with numerous non-differentiabilities, they are usually linked to large-scale CGE models

using iterative methods (Helgesen et al., 2018). Following the tradition of the discrete-choice dynamic

programming literature (see e.g. Rust, 1987; Iskhakov et al., 2017; Kristensen et al., 2019), we formulate

the model with a set of smoothing parameters that allows for a representation of the energy system as

a constrained nonlinear system (CNS). This enables us to solve the model using Newton’s method and

thus embed the model directly in a traditional CGE model. Furthermore, it allows us to introduce non-

linear elements in the bottom-up model that are incompatible with the traditional linear programming

approach (e.g. short-run demand flexibility). We show that under suitable assumptions our formulation

nests the traditional linear programming approach of techno-economic models of the energy system.

The smoothing methodology is applied in the modeling of supply from a number of technologies in-

cluding standard plants, combined heat and power (CHP) plants, and plants with capacity for energy

storage such as hydro power plants with reservoirs, batteries, and various forms of heat storage. Fur-

thermore, we model trade in electricity as a homogeneous good on a competitive market, where trade

is constrained by physical limits of transmission lines. In each of these cases, we provide a set of clear

traditional bottom-up and smoothing assumptions that lead to respectively the bottom-up and smoothed
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solution.

Next, we introduce an intuitive and simple way of modeling short-run energy demand. Our formulation

encompasses calibrated habits as well as partial price-responsiveness. While flexibility in short-run energy

demand has been theoretically studied before (e.g. Ambec and Crampes, 2017), our approach allows us

to match the current pattern of short-run demand, while enabling the researcher to simulate the effects of

increased demand flexibility (e.g. by the use of smart meters and load switching devices). Furthermore,

the model includes a representation of electrical heaters and heat pumps that can be applied to so-

called Power-to-X (Ptx) technologies, making the model well-suited for analyzing the potential and costs

of electrifying other sectors; a strategy that is considered of great importance in the transition to a

renewable-based future (Danish Council on Climate Change, 2017; Energinet, 2019).

Finally, the model is calibrated to yearly moments in the Danish energy statistics for 2017 and to

illustrate the usefulness of our approach, we simulate the effects of an expansion of intermittent renewable

energy production. With a Danish reduction target of 70% in 2030 this is a scenario that can be expected

within a relatively short time horizon. Given, however, that the current scope of the model is limited

to simulating the short-run equilibria in the energy markets, treating production capacities as fixed, this

policy-induced experiment should be seen as an exercise in comparative statics, illustrating the effects of

different initial conditions.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 1.1 outlines existing literature and how it relates

to this paper. Section 2 provides an overview of the electricity and district heating sector in Denmark

as well as the plant level bottom-up data used by the model. Section 3 presents the general smoothing

methodology used to formulate the model as a CNS. Sections 4-7 characterize the short-run equilibrium

in the model, where section 4 details the short-run supply, section 5 outlines trade in electricity, section

6 describes short-run energy demand, and section 7 defines the short-run equilibrium conditions. In each

of these sections, we proceed by describing the assumptions usually applied in bottom-up models, and

then propose alternative and more general assumptions that allow us to utilize other solution methods in

the model. Section 8 aggregates and calibrates the model to Danish data for 2017. In section 9 we run

the counterfactual policy simulation of increased intermittency. Finally, section 10 concludes.

1.1 Related literature

The paper relates to two strands of existing literature: Intermittency in energy production and the

integration of so-called bottom-up models of the energy system with top-down CGE models.

The costs and complications of intermittent electricity generation can be described in both technical

and economic terms. In technical terms, increasing the share of intermittent electricity generation makes it

difficult to safeguard electricity supply. Power transmission grids operate at a certain frequency (typically

50 Hertz) and for the grid to be stable, supply and demand has to be balanced at all times. With an

increasing share of fluctuating supply, however, it becomes more difficult to balance load and supply

(Delarue and Morris, 2015). In economic terms, intermittency is an inefficiency. Intermittency creates

a more rigid energy supply giving rise to price variations due to fluctuating natural conditions and

technological constraints. Ideally, we would like to move energy from states where energy is valued at a
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low price to states where it is valued at a high price (Ambec and Crampes, 2017). To secure a stable grid

and increase flexibility in the energy system, there are generally four instruments that can be applied:

First, investment in dispatchable back-up capacity is needed for when intermittent productivity is low

(Delarue and Morris, 2015). Second, investment in energy storage implies that supply can be moved

to hours where it is needed the most (Ambec and Crampes, 2017). Third, trade in electricity allows

countries to access a more diverse portfolio of energy producing technologies if intermittent productivity

is low (Bahar and Sauvage, 2013). Fourth and finally, similar to making supply more flexible using energy

storage, demand can be made flexible by means of smart meters or load swithcing devices (Ambec and

Crampes, 2017).1 The present model includes all these potential channels for mitigating intermittency.

Hirth et al. (2015) argue that the cost of intermittency is summarized by the downlift defined as the

price difference between electricity provided by intermittent technologies and the average yearly price.

Because intermittent technologies have near zero marginal cost electricity prices are driven down when

intermittent productivity is high. This implies that the average price intermittent technologies receive

is lower than the average price that dispatchable plants receive. In absence of subsidies or mandated

feed-in tariffs there is less incentive to undertake further investments in intermittent renewable-based

technologies. In practice, the downlift for intermittent energy supply is caused by a combination of

technological constraints and imperfect foresight of fluctuating weather conditions. We show that our

model is able to explain most of the observed downlift even though we assume that plant managers have

perfect foresight, as in most large scale models of the energy system. We leave the case of uncertainty

for future research.

The second strand of literature is concerned with the coupling of bottom-up energy system models

and top-down CGE models. The model developed in this paper is a part of a larger research project of

developing an environmental economic CGE model of the Danish economy called GREEN REFORM.2

Integrating bottom-up and CGE models has been a long-standing issue in energy economics. The main

challenge is that the two models are typically written in incompatible mathematical languages. Nearly

all bottom-up models of the energy system are formulated as linear programming problems (Bloess

et al., 2018), whereas large-scale CGE models are solved as a constrained non-linear system (CNS)

(Horridge et al., 2013). The two formulations require fundamentally different solution methods. CNS

models are most efficiently solved using gradient-based methods whereas linear programming problems are

solved using gradient-free methods as they are inherently non-differentiable. Coupling of the two models

generally follows one of three methods: Soft-linking, hard-linking or full integration (Wene, 1996; Helgesen

et al., 2018). While soft- and hard-linked models use iterative solution algorithms, fully integrated models

are formulated such that they are solved simultaneously.

Böhringer (1998) and Böhringer and Rutherford (2008) have been the main advocates and pioneers of

fully integrated models. Böhringer (1998) formulated a conventional CGE model as a mixed complemen-

tarity problem (MCP). Here ’mixed’ refers to the property that the model is comprised of both equalities
1Another instrument is demand curtailment. However, it is more of a sign of intermittency than an instrument. It is

the process of curtailing demand if demand is higher than supply for any given price. This instrument is typically a last
resort because it involves consumers having a zero consumption. The option for curtailing demand is also represented in
the model.

2For a description of the research project see https://susy.ku.dk/phd-projects/green-reform-model/.
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and weak inequalities, and ’complementarity’ reflects that each equation with equality or weak inequality

is associated with an endogenous variable (Andersen et al., 2019). The ability to include weak inequalities

as well as smooth differentiable functions allows the traditional building blocks of both bottom-up and

CGE models. The approach, however, suffers from the curse of dimensionality. As the MCP approach

adds weak inequalities to the model, it often doubles the number of equations and variables, limiting

applications for large-scale CGE models (Böhringer and Rutherford, 2009; Andersen et al., 2019). Con-

ventionally, the literature has therefore focused on linking approaches for large-scale models. A recent

example of this is the newly developed IntERACT model of the Danish economy (Andersen et al., 2019).

As dimensionality increases, however, linked models face substantial problems in achieving overall con-

vergence between the two models (Böhringer and Rutherford, 2008; Andersen et al., 2019). While the

present bottom-up module is a key component of the GREEN REFORM model it is still only a part of

a large machinery. GREEN REFORM contains 73 sectors in which all agents optimize dynamically with

perfect foresight. Adopting the MCP or an iterative solution approach is therefore not appropriate in the

current context.

Compared to the methods applied in coupling of energy system models with CGE models, our ap-

proach is more similar to that in the discrete-choice dynamic programming literature. In his seminal work

Rust (1987) estimates a structural model for the optimal replacement of bus engines; a decision that is

essentially a dynamic programming problem with a discrete choice. Assuming that the discrete choice

involves an extreme-value distributed utility-term, the conditional choice probability becomes smooth and

differentiable functions. As emphasized e.g. by Iskhakov et al. (2017) and Kristensen et al. (2019), the

presence of the type of additive extreme value taste shocks used by Rust (1987) smooth out kinks and can

thus greatly simplify the computational task of solving dynamic discrete-choice models using Newton’s

method. Our method for making the bottom-up model compatible with a CNS solution method applies

this same general idea. Compared to the discrete-choice literature, however, the choice-set of all the plant

managers in our model is continuous, allowing us to use a simpler and more direct smoothing approach

that builds on simple adjustments to the assumptions on production technology or cost structure.3

2 Background and Data

In this section we provide an overview of the market structure of the Danish electricity sector and district

heating system and present the techno-economic bottom-up data used in the model.

2.1 The electricity and district heating sector

The electricity market is divided into a wholesale market, a distribution market, and a retail market for

end-consumers. The primary wholesale market in Denmark is the Nordic electricity exchange Nord Pool

where most Northern European countries operate. In this market, trade in electricity with neighboring

3In discrete-choice models the problem is conventionally that the continuation value in the dynamic programming
problem is kinked, as it includes the max operator over the discrete choices. Kristensen et al. (2019) proposes to replace
the max operator with a smoothed version; a smoothing approach that can be explained by the existence of choice-specific
i.i.d. and additive extreme-value distributed random variables (Rust et al., 2002).
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partners is determined and as of 2016 more than 90% of the Danish electricity consumption is traded on

Nord Pool (Energy Commission, 2016). As a decentralized market with many small producers the whole-

sale market exhibits (near) perfect competition. The equilibrium concept in our framework resembles

that of the wholesale market. The Danish electricity system is comprised of two interconnected areas,

Western Denmark and Eastern Denmark. The two areas are separated by the Great Belt. DK-West is

interconnected with Germany and DK-East is connected with Sweden and Norway via transmission lines.

Thus, besides trade between the Western and Eastern part, Denmark currently only trades electricity

with Germany, Sweden and Norway. However, new transmission lines are being built to the Netherlands

and The United Kingdom (ENTSO-E, 2018). Once wholesale markets clear, electricity is distributed

to end-consumers consisting of firms and households. The distribution of electricity within geographical

areas is only included in our model as a constant rate of energy loss. Thus we abstract entirely from

bottle-neck issues in the local grid.4

The Danish heating system differs from the electricity market in three major ways. Firstly, the

Danish heat sector is comprised of two supply systems: District heating and individual heating. The

district heating system currently covers around 2/3 of Danish households’ consumption and half of all

consumption of heating services (Grøn Energi & Ea Energianalyse, 2016). In the current version of the

model individual heat supply is not included due to data limitations. Secondly, the market for heating

services is not characterized by perfect competition. Thus there is no spot price clearing the market at

each hour. Instead, heating prices are determined by cost-plus pricing, i.e. on the basis of the costs of

the plants. Third and finally, district heat is produced by local plants distributed within district heating

areas and is (generally) not traded with across domestic districts or countries. Consequently, a wholesale

market does not exist for heating services.

2.2 Data

The primary data source is the bottom-up data used in the energy system model, Ramses, collected and

maintained by the Danish Energy Agency. Most importantly, this data contains geographical, technical,

and economic information on all electricity and district heating producing plants coupled to the public

grid in Denmark. The data is based on the national inventory of domestic energy producing plants

(Energiproducenttællingen). The plant-specific information is highly detailed: The plants can be grouped

based on 9 fundamental characteristics (discrete sets), and with 18 additional technical and economic

parameters. Technical and economic parameters refer to e.g. fuel-efficiency, variable maintenance costs,

and NO2 emissions per GJ of fuel-input. The relevant sets include e.g. which fuel mix fF ∈ FF the plant

uses, which electricity area (gE ∈ GE) and district heating area (gH ∈ GH) the plant is located in, and

importantly what energy producing technology (τ ∈ T ) the plant uses. Appendix A details the full list

of variables and sets from the bottom-up data.

Similar data for neighboring countries’ production of electricity is also available in the Ramses data.

However, compared to the level of details on Danish plants, foreign plants are aggregated into represen-

tative types. The Ramses data finally includes information on transmission lines’ capacity for trade with

4This follows the approach used e.g in the Balmorel model (EA, 2018).
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electricity, fuel prices, taxes, subsidies, and hourly variation in productivity and demand.5 The Ramses

data is used as exogenous parameters in the bottom-up model.

Besides the Ramses data, we use the Danish Energy Agency’s yearly energy statistics (Danish Energy

Agency, 2017) to calibrate the model. This includes information on fuel type and production type

composition of Danish electricity and heat production, as well as net export of electricity. Finally, we

use hourly data on consumption and prices of electricity from the Danish Transmission System Operator

(TSO) Energinet (Energy Data Service, 2018a,b). This is applied in the estimation of consumption habits

and to compute the weighted average consumption price. All of the information in the bottom-up data

is publicly available except for Energiproducenttællingen.

3 Integration methodology

Before we present our model in detail, we explain the main idea of the integration methodology applied

throughout the paper.

In the bottom-up literature the energy sector is represented by a discrete set of energy producing

plants. In our case, each individual plant is characterized by a 9-dimensional finite discrete state space.

The traditional bottom-up approach is to form a decision rule or policy function (E∗i,h) for an individual

plant:

E∗i,h(S) = argmax
E

{
νi,h (E;S)

}
, (1)

where νi,h is plant i’s value-function in hour h, E is the choice variable and S the relevant state space.

Finding the policy function E∗i,h typically involves solving a non-differentiable problem. The most fre-

quent non-differentiable scenario in techno-economic models of the energy system arises due to capacity

constraints resulting in 0/1 discrete events. As the following sections will explain more thoroughly, these

types of non-differentiabilities occur (1) in the supply from so-called standard electricity or heat gener-

ating plants, (2) in the optimal output split of joint production technologies, and (3) in the way trade in

electricity depends on relative prices between neighboring areas. In all of these scenarios, the bottom-up

literature models the outcome, e.g electricity generation (E∗i,h), as a jump from E to E, when the price

exceeds a certain threshold value (c):

E∗i,h =

 E, ph < c

E, ph ≥ c
(2)

To identify aggregate outcomes the bottom-up approach sums over the corresponding variables on plant

level. For instance, yearly supply is given by Eagg ≡
∑
h

∑
iE
∗
i,h. Bottom-up models then proceed to

solve for equilibrium prices as a linear programming problem. However, the linear programming problem

is highly restrictive because it does not allow for nonlinear elements such as price-responsive demand. For

5Although the bottom-up data for Ramses contain information on transmission lines’ capacity, we have also collected
the average yearly capacity for 2017 from (Energy Data Service, 2018a). This is because the average yearly transmission
capacity does not necessarily equal the full capacity due to exogenous factors such as grid maintenance and stability issues.
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the model to include nonlinear elements, we formulate the entire model as a CNS problem that can be

solved using Newton’s method. The main obstacle to doing so is the non-differentiability in the individual

plants’ policy function. To handle this, we reformulate the individual plants’ problem as a differentiable

one that nests the original formulation.6

To be precise, in cases where the policy function in (1) contains a jump, we smooth the jump by

applying a flexible sigmoid function:

Definition 1 (Flexible Sigmoid Function).

Define a flexible sigmoid function as a mapping f : R → [0, 1] with characteristic parameters γ ∈ R,

σ ∈ R+, such that:

i. f is monotonically strictly increasing and continuously differentiable for σ > 0.

ii. f approaches the discrete-choice function in the limit

lim
σ→0

f (x; γ,σ) =

 0, x < γ

1, x ≥ γ
.

iii. f ’s supremum (infimum) is 1 (0):

lim
x→∞ f (x; γ,σ) = 1

lim
x→−∞ f (x; γ,σ) = 0.

In the simple case in (2) the discrete choice is replaced by

E∗i,h = E +
(
E −E

)
f (ph; c,σ) ,

such that turning down the degree of smoothing (σ) can get us arbitrarily close to the jump function

applied in bottom-up models.7 This smoothing approach is used to formulate the bottom-up model as

a CNS that nests the traditional linear programming approach for σ → 0. It allows us to efficiently

solve this system of equations using Newton’s method. Furthermore, the approach can be used as a

globalization strategy. When the smoothing parameter (σ) is large, the model becomes approximately

linear, which is easy to solve. σ can then gradually be lowered towards a preferred level.

6Another approach can be found in the literature of heterogenous agents models (Algan et al., 2014). Here the original
non-differentiable problem in (1) is unchanged but then Eagg is approximated by e.g. low- or high-order polynomials,
depending on the degree of non-linearity of Eagg in p. Newton’s method can then be used to solve for p. For every guess
p0, (1) is solved and Eagg is re-approximated. This iterative process continues until convergence.

7Two functions that can be written straightforwardly on this form is the standard normal cumulative density function
and the logistic function. Interestingly though, the solution to more complicated scenarios, as the solution to a minimization
of trade costs (cf. section 5 and appendix C) or the profit maximization of CHP plants (cf. appendix B.2) naturally lead
to flexible sigmoid functions of this type.
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4 Bottom-Up Derived Short-Run Energy Supply

The supply of electricity and heat is derived from individual plants that differ along a number of dimen-

sions, c.f. section 2.2. For our purposes, the plants’ technology type is of particular importance, as it

determines the optimization problem faced by plants in the short run. Table 1 presents the full set of

technologies (T ) in the data.

Table 1: Technology types (τ ∈ T )

Technology type (τ) Output Flexibility
of supply

Optimization Plant
type

Condensation plant E Dispatchable Static Standard
Extraction plant E,H Dispatchable Static CHP
Backpressure plant w. bypass E,H Dispatchable Static CHP
Backpressure plant E,H Dispatchable Static CHP
Electric heater H Dispatchable Static Standard
Wind, solar PV, ROR E Intermittent Static Intermittent
Boiler heating plant H Dispatchable Static Standard
Solar heating plant H Intermittent Static Intermittent
Surplus production H Exogenous Static Standard
Heat storage H Dispacthable Intertemporal Storage
Electricity storage E Dispacthable Intertemporal Storage
Hydro with storage E Dispatchable Intertemporal Storage
Electricity deficit plant E Dispatchable EDF
Heating deficit plant H Dispatchable EDF

Note: In column 2, E denotes electricity and H is heat. In column three, ’exogenous’ is different from ’intermittent’
Exogenous is used to indicate that the supply of energy is exogenously given but should not be viewed as an intermittent
technology. In the fourth column, ’CHP’ are combined heat and power plants and ’EDF’ are energy deficit plants. EDF
plants are artificial plants included in the model to ensure that there always exists an equilibrium even when demand is
higher than supply for any given price. Hence, the energy output from EDF plants measures the amount of curtailed
demand.

Based on the characterization of technology types, we divide plants into five groups: (1) Standard

plants, (2) combined heat and power plants, (3) plants with capacity for energy storage, (4) plants

with intermittent production, and (5) energy deficit plants (EDF). The groups are presented in the

fourth column of table 1. In the following we briefly describe each of these groups in turn. A more

comprehensive review of how the technical data is used e.g. to compute the marginal costs for various

plant types is given in Berg and Eskildsen (2019).

4.1 Supply from standard plants

There are currently three standard technologies: Condensation plants, boiler heaters and electrical

heaters. The condensation plant produces electricity (E) whereas the boiler heater produces heat (H).

Electrical heaters are essentially modelled as boiler heaters with the main difference being that electrical

heaters use electricity to power the production, whereas boiler heaters use a range of fuel types. For

all three types, the standard bottom-up model approach is to assume a roughly constant fuel-efficiency

(Danish Energy Agency, 2018). Thus, the energy input-to-output ratio measured in GJ or MWh is con-

stant resulting in constant marginal cost of production. Formally, the relevant information on a standard
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plant i can be summed up in the triplet

(
ci, qi, Fi (t)

)
, (3)

where ci denotes the marginal cost (without taxes), qi the capacity constraint, and Fi(t) is a tax function

that may depend on plant i’s characteristics.8 The notation t is shorthand for all regulation included in

the model. For details on the computation of the unit costs ci we refer to Berg and Eskildsen (2019).

The constant marginal costs lead to the following jump function for optimal production:

Yi =

 qi, pYi ≥ ci + Fi(t)

0, pYi < ci + Fi(t)
(4)

where Yi ∈ {Ei,Hi} depending on the type of plant. As explained in section 3 this function is not

compatible with a gradient-based solver of a CNS model. However, instead of assuming that marginal

costs are exactly constant for Yi ∈ [0, qi], we adopt the more general assumption:

Assumption 1 (Nonlinear unit costs).

Assume that a standard plant i is characterized by the marginal cost function c ′(Yi)

c ′(Yi) = g

(
Yi
qi
; γi,σ

)
, γi ≡ ci + Fi(t), (5)

where g : [0, 1]→ R is the inverse of a flexible sigmoid function as defined in Definition 1.

The cost function (5) nests constant unit cost assumption in (3) when σ → 0. However, for σ > 0

assumption 1 implies the smooth version on the form

Yi = qif
(
pYi ; ci + Fi(t),σ

)
, (6)

where f(p; c,σ) is a flexible sigmoid function as defined in definition 1. To illustrate the effect of σ,

figure 4.1 shows the supply from standard plants with varying marginal costs (ci) using the standard

normal cumulative distribution function (φ). When σ is relatively large, the supply function becomes

approximately linear. Conversely, lowering σ allows us to get arbitrarily close to the step-wise bottom-up

function.

Appendix B.1 elaborates on the supply from standard plants and shows how the method relates to

using smooth aggregation approaches as proposed in the literature on heterogeneous agents models (Algan

et al., 2014).

4.2 Intermittent vs. dispatchable plants

We refer to technologies as intermittent (as opposed to dispatchable), when the generation capacity varies

exogenously throughout the year. In our framework this corresponds to the plant capacity (qi) varying

8The taxation of a plant may depend on geographic area (as rates differ across countries in the model), or individual
characteristics as the fuel-efficiency, or whether the plant has abatement equipment installed to limit the emissions of SO2.
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Figure 4.1: Smoothing out supply from standard plants

exogenously across the h hourly states. A second characteristic (albeit not a defining one) of intermittent

technologies is that the marginal cost of production is close to zero. The short run equilibrium is thus

found by balancing the residual demand after supply from intermittent plants, with the supply from

dispatchable plants. Figure 4.2 illustrates the corresponding residual load curve for Denmark.

Figure 4.2: The residual load curve for Denmark, 2017

As discussed in section 1.1, these features of intermittent/dispatchable technologies are essential to

the economic value of different types of plants. Ignoring trade and subsidies, the residual load curve
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for Denmark in figure 4.2 shows that when production is peaking for wind power (around 8.5% of the

year), there is an excess supply which would tend to drive prices below zero in the absence of trade.

Dispatchable plants that work as back-up capacity for intermittent technologies can, on the other hand,

charge a considerable higher price in peak load hours, where the residual load is as high as 5500 MWh.

These dynamics are essential for the economic value of different technologies and thus for the investment

decision (Joskow, 2011).

From the above it is also clear that intermittency, and therefore fluctuating prices, does not arise from

uncertainty, but rather from technological constraints. In general, we abstract entirely from uncertainty

in the model. For plants that optimize statically (c.f. table 1) this simplification is justified. Albeit the

simplification of perfect foresight in the short run is relatively standard in applied energy system models,

including uncertainty might be important in characterizing storage plants that optimize intertemporally.

We leave this for future work.

4.3 Combined Heat and Power Plants

The model includes three different types of CHP plants: Extraction, back-pressure and back-pressure

with bypass. CHP plants are modelled as a joint-production process with the optimization split into two

steps: First, the plant produces some aggregate good Q at a constant marginal cost ci +Fi(t). Secondly,

this aggregate good is transformed to heat and electricity. The standard bottom-up assumption is that

there is a linear electricity-to-heat transformation rate (Cvi ). Depending on the type of CHP plant there

can additionally be minimum co-production constraints on either electricity (CEi ) or heat (CHi ). The

implied production possibility set is illustrated in figure 4.3.

Figure 4.3: Production possibility set for CHP plants
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The relevant information for plant i can be summed up by the tuple:

(
ci, Fi(t), FEi (t), FHi (t), qEi , qHi , Cvi , CEi , CHi

)
.

Here FEi (t),FHi (t) are tax functions specifying how the plant is taxed depending on whether it produces

electricity or heating, and qEi , qHi denotes capacities for electricity and heat production respectively.9

With constant unit costs of producing the aggregate good (Q), as well as a linear transformation rate,

it is straightforward to show that the solution is a combination of two corner solutions:

Ei = IQ
[
qEi Ip̃E>p̃H + (1− Ip̃E>p̃H )C

E
i q

H
i

]
, IQ =

 1, p̃ ≤ ci + Fi(t)

0, p̃ < ci + Fi(t)
, (7)

Hi = IQ
[
qHi (1− Ip̃E>p̃H ) + Ip̃E>p̃HC

H
i q

E
i

]
, Ip̃E>p̃H =

 1, p̃E > p̃H

0, pE ≤ p̃H
(8)

where the two indicator functions indicate whether or not it is profitable to turn on the plant (IQ) and

whether it is most profitable to produce electricity (Ip̃E>p̃H ) or heat. Appendix B.2 elaborates on the

derivation of (7)-(8). Instead of the bottom-up assumptions described above, we propose a more general

set of assumptions for CHP plants:

Assumption 2 (CHP with normalized constant elasticity of transformation (NCET) assumptions).

For all types of CHP plants, assume the following:

i. Plants produce a composite good Q with marginal costs of the type

c ′(Q) = g (Q; γi,σ) , γi ≡ ci + Fi(t), (9)

where g : [0, 1]→ R is the inverse of a flexible sigmoid function as defined in Definition 1.

ii. The scale of production of the composite good Q is bounded on [0, 1], representing the share of

capacity (qi) that is utilized.

iii. The composite good (Q) is transformed into electricity and heat according to

qiQ =

[(
θiE
) ε−1

ε (Ei −E)
ε−1
ε + θ

ε−1
ε

H (Hi −H)
ε−1
ε

] ε
ε−1

, ε < −1, (10)

with coefficients

θE =
qEi

qEi − qHi C
E
i

, θH =
qEi

qHi − qEi C
H
i

, qi = qEi

E = qHi QCEi , H = qEi QCHi .

Compared to the bottom-up assumptions this differs in two important ways: Firstly, part i. assumes
9In Denmark CHP fuel-inputs are taxed vastly differently depending on whether or not the fuel is used for electricity

or heat production, see for instance Danish Council on Climate Change (2018).
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that the marginal costs are not exactly constant but take the same form as assumed for standard plants.

We note that for σ → 0 this nests the bottom-up assumption of constant marginal costs. Secondly,

part iii. replaces the bottom-up assumption of linear transformation with one of constant elasticity of

transformation. We note that for ε→ −∞ this nests the bottom-up assumption of a linear transformation

rate. Appendix B.2 shows that under assumption 2 the non-differentiable indicator functions in (7)-(8)

are replaced by flexible sigmoid functions that can approximate the bottom-up solution arbitrarily well.

4.4 Supply from plants with storage capacity

The model includes three different types of plants with storage capacity: Heat storage plants, hydro

power plants with reservoirs and water inflow and electricity storage plants.10 Compared to other plants

in the model, the short run supply decision for these plants is inherently dynamic: If prices rise gradually,

stored energy should be dispatched when the value is highest. With a sufficiently large storage capacity,

production should not build up gradually with prices, but only dispatch in hours with peak prices. The

general optimization problem faced by storage plants can be presented as:

max
{Yh}

8760
h=1

8760∑
h=1

βh
[
(pYh − c)Yh

]
, (11a)

s.t. Sh = Sh−1 + (1− bIs)(Wh − Yh), Is =

 0, Yh ≥Wh

1, Yh < Wh

(11b)

Yh ∈
[
Y ,Y

]
(11c)

Sh ∈
[
0,S

]
(11d)

S0 = S8760 ≥ 0, given. (11e)

Here Yh ∈ {Eh,Hh} denotes the relevant output, β the hourly discount factor, pYh the output price in

hour h, c the constant marginal cost of production, Sh the amount of stored energy at the end of hour

h, b is a loss-of-storage rate, Wh is the hourly inflow of potential energy e.g. in the form of water, Y ,Y

the capacity constraints on production and S̄ the capacity constraint on storage.11,12

Compared to the simple static optimization problems encountered so far, the problem faced by storage

plants is not as straightforward to represent in a CNS-compatible way: For standard and CHP plants

the bottom-up solution can be identified analytically and could thus be straightforwardly approximated

by smooth functions. The dynamic problem in (11) includes multiple occasionally binding constraints,

making it well-suited to be tackled using an iterative solution procedure. Compared to the optimization

problem in (11), we propose the following set of more general assumptions:

Assumption 3 (CNS-compatible storage plants).

10The model currently does not distinguish between short-term and seasonal heat storage. Electricity storage plants can
likewise cover a range of technologies as batteries or pure-pumped hydro-electric plant with reservoirs (but no water inflow).

11Appendix B.3 elaborates on the general storage problem, and discusses some of the traditional solution approaches.
12The assumption in (11e) is relatively standard, see e.g. Zerrahn et al. (2018) and Danish Energy Agency (2018). An

alternative is to include S0 = S8760 as a condition, but let S8760 be a choice variable as well (instead of given). This
corresponds to an infinite horizon version of the model where the year is repeated.
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The storage plant solves

max
{Yh}

8760
h=1

8760∑
h=1

βh
[
pYh Yh − c(Yh)

]
, (12a)

s.t. Sh = ϑ (Sh−1 + ζ (Wh − Yh)) (12b)

S0 = S8760 ≥ 0, given, (12c)

where we assume that

i. The marginal cost function is defined as

c ′(Yh) = g

(
Yh − Y

Y − Y
; ci,σ

)
, (12d)

where g : [0, 1]→ R is the inverse of a flexible sigmoid type with characteristic parameters ci,σ.

ii. The function ζ : R → R is monotonically increasing with characteristic parameter σζ ∈ R+. For

σζ > 0 the function is continuously differentiable, and

lim
σζ→0

ζ
(
Wh − Yh; σζ

)
=

 (1− b)(Wh − Yh), Wh ≥ Yh
Wh − Yh, Wh < Yh

(12e)

iii. The function ϑ : R → [0, S̄] is monotonically increasing with characteristic parameter σϑ ∈ R+.

For σϑ > 0 the function is continuously differentiable, and

lim
x→∞ϑ (x;σϑ) = S̄, lim

x→−∞ϑ (x;σϑ) = 0, lim
σϑ→0

ϑ(x;σϑ) =


0, x ≤ 0,

S̄, x ≥ S̄,

x, else.

(12f)

Note initially that Assumption 3 nests the bottom-up assumptions in the limit of σ,σϑ,σζ → 0.

When these parameters are positive this setup differs in three ways: Firstly, part i. states that marginal

costs are not exactly constant, but rather increasing (decreasing) around the capacity constraint Y (Y ).

This allows us to entirely drop the generation constraints Yh ∈ [Y ,Y ]. Secondly, part ii. replaces the

assumption that loss-of-storage is constant with one of increasing loss in stored energy. Finally, part iii.

replaces the assumption that there is no loss from leaving stored energy in storage with one where a

(nearly) filled storage facility has a significant loss. This allows us to entirely drop the state constraints

Sh ∈ [0, S̄].13

In appendix B.4 we show that under Assumption 3 the solution is compatible with a CNS solver.

Appendix B.5 further shows through a structural estimation using data for Swedish hydro power plants

that the assumptions fit the observed data very well, but only for smoothing values significantly larger

than 0.

13The class of functions that ϑ, ζ belongs to essentially consists of smooth approximations of piece-wise linear functions.
Appendix J in Berg and Eskildsen (2019) provides an example of how these functions can be constructed.
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5 Trade in electricity

In large-scale CGE models the traditional approach to modeling trade is the Armington approach (Arm-

ington, 1969) that assumes domestic and foreign goods are imperfect substitutes and that the substitution

pattern is given by a constant elasticity of substitution. This assumption is not appropiate for electricity,

which is a homogeneous good. Instead, we develop a trade mechanism that emulates the one observed

on Nord Pool’s day-ahead market. This essentially boils down to adopting three assumptions: (i) Elec-

tricity is homogeneous, (ii) the market is competitive, and (iii) trade is constrained by transmission lines’

capacity. Letting Ti,j denote the transmission line capacity from country gi to gj and abstracting from

trade costs, this implies a trade function of the form

NXi,j


= Ti,j , pEgi < pEgj

∈ [−Tj,i,Ti,j ], pEgi = pEgj

= −Tj, i, pEgi > pEgj

, ∀(gi, gj) ∈ (GE ×GE) , (13)

where NXi,j is the net export between area gi and gj . Note that (13) is defined for all geographical

pairs (gi, gj). Whether or not prices are equalized between gi and gj depends not only on the pair of

transmission cables (Ti,j ,Tj,i). If a third area (gk) has unutilized trade capacity vis á vis gi and gj ,

electricity can flow between gi and gj via gk. In the bottom-up scenario outlined above, we abstracted

entirely from trade costs. Consider instead the more general trade cost assumption:

Assumption 4 (Marginal trade cost assumption).

Let Ci,j(NXi,j) denote the cost of transporting the net export of electricity NXi,j between areas gi, gj ∈

GE , where Ti,j ,Tj,i > 0. Assume that the marginal trade costs are of the form

C ′i,j
(
NXi,j

)
= g

(
NXi,j + Tj,i
Ti,j + Tj,i

; 0,σ
)

(14)

where g : [0, 1]→ R is the inverse of a flexible sigmoid function as defined in definition 1.

In appendix C we show that under Assumption 4, the trade cost minimizing equilibrium implies a net

export function on the form

NXi,j = −Tj,i +
(
Ti,j + Tj,i

)
f(pEgj − pEgi ; 0,σ), (15)

where f(p; c,σ) follows the conventions outlined in section 3.14 We note that this function is not only

compatible with a CNS model, it also allows us to have endogenous prices on electricity for foreign

countries.15
14It is straightforward to adjust the formulation in (15) in order to ensure that NXi,j = 0 when prices are exactly equal.

Using the cumulative standard normal distribution (Φ) as the flexible sigmoid function f , we simply replace (13) with

NXi,j = −Tj,i + (Ti,j + Tj,i)Φ

(
pEgj

− pEgi
+ g̃i,j

σ

)
, g̃i,j ≡ Φ

(
Tj,i

Ti,j + Tj,i

)
σ. (16)

15Berg and Eskildsen (2019) show how to characterize a short-run equilibrium based on the bottom-up assumption in
(13). Such an equilibrium requires the introduction of several additional stability conditions in order to show the existence
of an algorithm that is guaranteed to converge to a fixed point. This is beyond the scope of this paper.
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6 Short-Run Energy Demand

We model short-run energy demand (Edh) as partly inelastic and partly price responsive. Let p denote

the vector of all hourly prices for the relevant good and let φ denote the inelastic fraction of yearly energy

demand. Short-run demand is then specified as

Edh (p) = φĒh + (1− φ) ĒhF (p) , F (p) = 1 if p is constant.

We furthermore define Ēh = ghD where gh ∈ [0, 1] is an exogenous habit/preference for consumption in

hour h and D is the hypothetical level of yearly demand in absence of any short-run price fluctuations.16

Letting Edt denote the actual yearly level of energy demand, the hourly demand can be written on the

form

Edh (p) = Edt zh (p) , zh ≡
gh [φ+ (1− φ)F (p)]∑
j gj [φ+ (1− φ)F (p)] . (17)

In this way, we think of short-run demand as the allocation of yearly demand (Edt ) into hourly components

(zh), depending on exogenous habits (gh), how large a share of demand that cannot be re-allocated (φ),

and how re-allocation depends on prices (F (p)). Appendix D.1 provides specifications of F (p).

The demand specification in (17) is convenient for a number of reasons: Firstly, the traditional

approach in energy system models of perfectly inelastic short-run demand is nested by letting φ = 1, but

while for φ < 1 we can simulate the effects of varying the degree of flexibility of short-run demand e.g.

through the introduction of smart meters and load switching devices. Secondly, in this formulation it is

possible to identify the exogenous habits (gh) from hourly consumption data (appendix D.2 provides a

framework for doing this). Third and finally, the formulation guarantees consistency between the hourly

and yearly time-increments in the model, while allowing the yearly level of demand (Edt ) to be determined

by the CGE model. An equivalent linking approach is applied in the IntERACT model (Andersen et al.,

2019) for φ = 1.

7 The short run equilibrium

With demand, supply, and trade in electricity in place, we can now characterize the short-run equilibrium.

Let (ptgE ,p
t
gH

) denote vectors of all hourly prices in year t. Furthermore, let (IgE , IgH ) denote the set

of plants in the relevant area (gE , gH). The short-run equilibrium is given by Definition 2.

Definition 2 (The Short Run Equilibrium).

The short run equilibrium in hour h and year t, on electricity markets gE ∈ GE and heat markets gH ∈ GH ,

consists of a set of electricity prices and consumption levels
{
pEh,gE ,Eh,gE

}
gE∈GE

, regional heat prices

and consumption levels
{
pHh,gH ,Hh,gH

}
gH∈GH

, and net export flows
{
NXh

gi,gj

}
(gi,gj)∈G2E

where:

16Note that this construction simply imposes the restriction that
∑
h gh = 1, as this implies that

∑
h E

d(p) = D when
prices are constant throughout the year.
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i. Heat demand and supply are equalized. Both coincide with equilibrium consumption. For all gH ∈

GH :

Hd
(
ptgH

)
=
∑
i∈IgH

Hi

(
ptgE ,p

t
gH

)
. (18)

ii. Electricity demand and sum of net exports equals domestic supply. Equilibrium consumption in area

gE coincides with demand. For all gE ∈ GE :

Ed
(
ptgE

)
+

∑
gj∈(GE\gE)

NXgE ,gj =
∑
i∈IgE

Ei
(
ptgE ,p

t
gH

)
(19)

iii. Net export of electricity is determined by relative prices. For all (gi, gj) ∈ G2E :

NXh
i,j = −Tj,i +

(
Ti,j + Tj,i

)
f
(
pEh,gj − pEh,gi ; 0,σ

)
, (20)

where f belongs to the class of flexible sigmoid functions cf. Definition 1.

Note that due to CHP plants, electrical heaters, plants with capacity for energy storage, demand

price-responsiveness, and trade in electricity, all short-run equilibria within a year in the markets for

heat and electricity are determined simultaneously. In Berg and Eskildsen (2019) we show that it is

straightforward to extend this equilibrium concept to include the notion of brown-out equilibria, which

gives a measure of the stability of energy supply.17

Finally, we are ready to present one of the main results of the paper:

Proposition 1 (A CNS-compatible bottom-up model).

Consider the bottom-up model of the short-run equilibrium on electricity and heat markets that consists of

(i) standard plants, (ii) CHP plants, (iii) intermittent plants, (iv) storage plants, (v) trade in electricity,

and (vi) short-run energy demand. Assume that short-run supply and trade in electricity is characterized

by Assumptions 1-4. For the trade-cost minimizing short-run equilibrium in Definition 2 we have the

following:

i. The short-run equilibrium can be formulated as one constrained differentiable, nonlinear, and si-

multaneous system of equations.

ii. The short-run equilibrium nests the traditional bottom-up solution, in the sense that letting the set

of smoothing parameters (σ) tend to zero, we can get arbitrarily close to the bottom-up assumptions.

Proof. Let φ = 1 in (17). This yields the inelastic short-run demand form. Appendix B.1, B.2.2, and

B.4 show that under assumptions 1-4 supply from all plants is continuously differentiable and that it

nests the relevant bottom-up assumptions. Appendix C shows a similar result for the trade function in

definition 2.
17A brown-out equilibrium is an equilibrium where the inelastic part of short-run demand, cannot be met by supply. To

avoid the much more severe black-out (disequilibrium), the national Transmission System Operator (TSO) curtails a share
of demand that cannot be covered (Energinet, 2018).
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8 Aggregation and calibration

In the most dis-aggregated version, the bottom-up module described above includes 14 countries (where

Denmark is represented by two areas), 34 district heating areas, 8760 hours of the year, and just over

1,200 individual plants in 2017. This implies that a single year of the bottom-up model includes the

clearing of 8760× (34+ 15) markets. While we may be able to solve this in a partial equilibrium model,

this is prohibitively high dimensional when including it in a large-scale CGE model.

To do reduce the dimensionality we choose to work with eight of the 15 electricity areas represented in

the bottom-up data. These include the Scandinavian countries (5), Germany, Austria and Luxembourg

(1), as well as Great Britain (1) and The Netherlands (1). This is done to focus on the case of Denmark:

We include current neighboring countries, as well as countries with whom transmission lines are already

planned. We also aggregate all heating areas in Western Denmark and Eastern Denmark, respectively,

thus going from 34 to 2 heating areas. Furthermore, we aggregate domestic plants to representative

types. In the baseline year this implies we go from 576 plants to 175 representative plants. The final

dimension reduction relates to aggregating the number of hours (h) to k representative states. Many

hours within the year can be approximated with a single representative state. The ’representativeness’

of hours is due to the cyclical pattern of the exogenous intra-year data in the set V (see table 4) such

as habitual energy demand and intermittent productivity. Here we follow Reguant (2019) and aggregate

the number of hours using machine learning by clustering the set V into k = 24 representative states of

all 8760 hours.18 The procedure for aggregation of hours is outlined in appendix E.

The aggregated model is calibrated to a baseline year of 2017. We select a set of statistics that ensure

the model reproduces the yearly energy statistics that the CGE model is calibrated to as well; this implies

that information between the CGE and the bottom-up module is aligned in the base year. Additional

calibration is beyond the scope of this paper.19 We use moments from the Danish Energy Agency (2017)

yearly energy statistics listed in table 2. This includes the consumption of fuel inputs and the yearly

level of domestic production and trade. Furthermore, we also calibrate the yearly average electricity

price to the spot market price on the day-ahead on Nord Pool using Energy Data Service (2018a,b). The

calibration procedure is detailed in appendix F.

Besides replicating the moments in table 2, the model exhibits reasonable behavior in ways that we

do not calibrate. For instance, the weighted average electricity price received by domestic intermittent

technologies (primarily wind) is significantly lower than the average spot price on electricity. The model

explains around 58% of this downlift property in 2017.20 Furthermore, the model-implied greenhouse gas

emissions in 2017 is around 9,5 million tons of CO2 equivalents compared to an actual level of roughly

9.4 million tons.

18We found that the properties and counterfactual scenarios of the model where roughly the same for k ≥ 24.
19For instance, the bottom-up model could also be calibrated to foreign countries as well.
20The aggregation of hours into states naturally removes some of the fluctuation in prices that we observe over a year,

implying that the model naturally underestimates the downlift for intermittent technologies.
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Table 2: Calibration targets, 2017

Variable Target (PJ)
Coal (input) 60.66
Oil (input) 3.75
NatGas (input) 31.38
Straw (input) 15.26
Wood (input) 66,03
Waste (input) 37.46
Bio gas (input) 7.01
Bio oil (input) 0.189
Electricity for heating (input) 1.211
District heating from electricity (output) 1.14
Surplus heating (output) 3.74
Wind, PV, hydro (output) 55.98
Solar heating (output) 1.81
Gross production, electricity 111.47
Gross production, district heating 135.59
Net import (DK) 16.43

Target
Average spot price (DK) 236.23 DKK/MWh

Note: At the moment we do not fit the yearly price of district heating services for
end-consumers. Given that the BU module does not contain the distribution of heat to
consumers the price for end-consumers will be specified in the CGE model. Similarly,
the average electricity spot price is not the price for end-consumers of electricity.
However, the average spot price is calibrated because it is instrumental for
determining electricity trade.

9 Short Run Consequences of Increased Intermittency

To illustrate the usefulness of our approach we simulate the effects of an expansion of intermittent renew-

able power production. In the baseline scenario the share of domestic intermittent electricity production

is 50%. We now consider a scenario where this share is exogenously increased to 80% by doubling the

generation capacity of all wind, solar PV, and run-off-river hydro plants in Denmark. Since the current

scope of the model is limited to simulating the short-run equilibria in the energy markets, the results do

not account for any long-run general equilibrium effects.

Figure 9.1 illustrates the marginal effects for key variables. The yearly average spot market price (pE)

drops significantly by 40%. This is expected given that intermittent technologies operate with near zero

marginal costs of production, driving equilibrium prices down. Furthermore, the average spot price that

managers of intermittent technologies receive (pintE ) drops even more by around 55%. Thus, the economic

value of intermittent supply decreases relatively to dispatchable supply. In a long-run framework this

would significantly lower the incentive to invest in clean intermittent energy.

Furthermore, in the baseline scenario Denmark imports around NX = −4.6 TWh, but with lower

domestic electricity prices from cheaper intermittent energy net exports increase by 151%.21 The dramatic

increase in net exports shows that even with trade capacitities at 2017-levels, trade offers an effective

21Note that NX is negative in the baseline, which is why the percentage change is negative as well even though Denmark
is now a net exporter of electricity.
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channel for mitigating the negative price effects of intermittency for Danish energy producers. We would

expect far larger price drops for domestic plants if not for the increased export to neighboring countries.

A flip-side of this effect is that that a large part of the benefit from cheaper electricity accrues to foreign

consumers because it is being exported to neighboring countries.

As one would expect, a significant share of fossil-based energy production (coal, natural gas, ad oil)

is crowded out. Only bio- and waste-based plants are able to compete with cheap intermittent energy,

implying the share of bio-fuels and waste only drops moderately.22 Naturally, the decrease in consumption

of fossil fuels imply a drop in greenhouse gas emissions (CO2-e) of almost 40%.

Figure 9.1: Effects of increased intermittency

Finally, when the average electricity price drops, it has a significant effect on the cost of providing

heating services (pH). The cost of heating services increases by roughly 13%. There are two opposing

effects driving this result. For CHP plants a lower electricity price makes it less profitable to co-produce

heat. Thus, the costs of providing a given amount of heating services increase. On the other hand,

electrical heaters and heat pumps generally profit from low electricity prices. Ceteris paribus, this drives

the cost of heating services down. However, in the baseline scenario only around 1% of Danish district

heating services is supplied by electrical heaters and heat pumps, whereas CHP plants covers more than

60%. Consequently, the price effect from CHP plants dominates.

10 Conclusion

In this paper we have set up a technologically detailed model of the energy system. The model allows for a

rich analysis of a wide range of instruments aimed a lowering the cost of intermittent energy supply. This

22While waste-based plants are in general very profitable, bio-based plants primarily have low marginal cost due to the
current taxation scheme in Denmark.
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includes subsidies, taxes, command-and-control regulation, demand flexibility, energy storage, and trade

with neighboring countries. Most importantly, we have developed a technique that allows a full integration

of our model of the energy system with a large-scale CGE model solvable by Newton’s method while

maintaining a near-perfect approximation of the detailed cost functions for specific energy technologies.

Besides replicating moments from the Danish yearly energy statistics, the model also explains 58% of

the observed downlift in 2017. Furthermore, the model accurately replicates the level of greenhouse gas

emissions from the energy sector. We simulated the effects of an expansion of intermittent capacity for

electricity production. Besides crowding out fossil-based energy production and lowering emissions, the

counterfactual scenario illustrates that in the absence of a significant positive demand response to lower

electricity prices, an expansion of cheap intermittent renewable energy greatly lowers the profitability of

domestic power producing plants, but even more so for plants based on intermittent energy sources. In

a dynamic framework this would greatly lower the incentive to invest in clean intermittent energy. The

main channel for mitigating price decreases is trade, but a flip-side to this effect is that a large share of

the cheap domestic electricity is exported to foreign consumers.

Finally, we noted that the model currently only simulates short-run equilibria. An obvious extension

in this context is to include endogenous investment in new technologies and scrapping or re-purposing of

existing plants. Such a framework is presented in Berg and Eskildsen (2019) and will enable the model to

simulate the dynamic effects of increased intermittent capacity within the framework of a dynamic CGE

model such as the GREEN REFORM model of the Danish economy.
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Appendices

A Technical information from bottom-up data

Table 3: Plant specific variables from data

Variable: Notation
Year of commission t0

Year of decommision T

Capacity, electricity production qE

Capacity, heating production qH

Inflow, Y (used if yearly production is known)
Storage capacity S̄

Fuel efficiency Eff

Electricity-to heat ratio Cb (the exact use depends on plant type)
Transformation rate (E to H) Cv (used for CHP plants)
Probability of outage P Outage

Tax efficiency T axEff (used in taxation scheme)
Yearly maintenance costs F OM

Variable maintenance costs V OM

Included in CO2 quota sector CO2Cap (value between 0 and 1)
Desulphurization Desulp

NO2 emission per GJ input NO2

CH4 emission per GJ input CH4

N2O emission per GJ input N2O

Note: The inflow variable is used typically for plants of an intermittent nature, where the total production over a year is
more or less certain. However, it is also used for hydro power plants that have an inflow of water from adjacent rivers. The
variable CO2Cap can in principle be strictly between 0 and 1, indicating that a plant is only partly included in the quota
sector.

Table 4: Sets (dimensions) in bottom-up model

Sets: Notation Cardinality Examples of set elements
Full fuel type FF 97 { Avedøreværket, NoFuel, ... }
Number of available fuel mixes M 2 { 1, 2 }

Year t 27 { 2014, 2015, 2016, ... , 2040 }

Hour of the year h 8760 { 1, 2, ..., 8760 }

Electricity area GE 15 { DK-West, DK-East, Norway , ... }
District heating area GH 34 { Copenhagen, Aarhus, NatGas DK-west, ... }
Plant type T 13 { Condensation plant, Electrical heater, ... }
Hourly variation V 67 { Hornsrev2, Demand-DK1-2014, ... }
Subsidy type S 65 { Elpatron, Hornsrev2, BiogasD, ... }

Note: Most of these sets characterize individual plants. A plant is characterised by a full fuel type (97 types). Each full
fuel type is a linear combination of the basic fuel types (13 types). A plant is characterised by the year variable, by being
either active or not active. The bid type indicates whether or not the plant supplies electricity at its marginal costs or if it
is prioritised electricity (produces no matter the equilibrium price).
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A.1 A comprehensive list of set and set-values in bottom up module

The set of full fuel types (FF ) and subsidy types (S) contains 60+ types. The full lists can be produced

on request, but is omitted even from the appendix.

Table 5: Set of basic fuel types FB in plants’ marginal cost computation

Basic fuel types FB :
Coal
Lignite (not used in DK)
Fuel oil
Gas oil
Natural Gas
Peat (not used in DK)
Straw
Wood pellets
Wood chips
Wood waste
Waste
Bio gas
Bio oil
SNG (not used in DK)
Uranium (not used in DK)

The set full fuel types is defined as a linear combination of the basic fuel type set FB . The full set

includes 97 elements with simple elements that maps 1-to-1 with a basic fuel type and other fuel-mixes

that combines several of the basic fuels.

Table 6: Set of multiple fuel-mix useM / number of fuel-mixes a plant can use.

Multiple fuel-mix M:
1 (vast majority is type 1)
2

At the moment the ’multiple fuel-mix’ set identifies whether plants are restricted to the use of one or more fuel-mix (at the
moment only 1 or 2 fuel-mixes appear in data). This is relevant as a number of Danish plants can either use a coal-type
fuel-mix or a biomass type of fuel-mix in its production. This adds a flexibility to the profitability of the given plant; if
CO2 prices increase, it may still be profitable using biomass inputs.

Table 7: Set of time/years, t in bottom up module

Years t ∈ N: {2014, ..., 2040}

There are no restrictions on our model in general in terms of what years we can work over. The set ’years’ that is restricted
to 2014− 2040 is the set of years our bottom up data covers from Energiproducenttællingen. For foreign plants we use data
from our baseline year to 2040 to exogenously model the change in supply from these plants. For Danish plants however
we only use the data to model current plants and calibrate our bottom up module.
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Table 8: Set of electricity areas, GE in the model

Electricity area set GE :
Denmark West
Denmark East
Norway
Sweden
Finland
Germany, Austria, Luxembourg
Holland
Great Britain, Norther Ireland, Ireland
France, Belgium
Spain, Portugal
Schweiz
Italy
Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania
Poland, Czech Republic, Slovakia
Hungary

The choice of geographic splits follow the convention in the Ramses data set described in section 2.2. For the last seven
areas noted ’exogenous trade’ we do not have information on plants, but only on yearly import/export flows. If we wish to
include these plants in the model, we can at most hope for a rule-of-thumb trading function.

The set of subsidies S contains around 90 types (not all of them active though). A list of subsidies

can be produced on request, but is omitted even from the appendix. It covers various feed-in tariffs,

mainly covering production coming from types of wind, solar, hydro, biomass and biogas.
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Table 9: Set of heating regions GH

Heating area set GH : Subset of gE :
Copenhagen DK-East
Kalundborg DK-East
Vordingborg DK-East
Rønne DK-East
Helsingør DK-East
Hillerød DK-East
Næstved DK-East
Slagelse DK-East
Nykøbing Falster DK-East
DTU DK-East
Odense DK-West
Aarhus DK-West
Aalborg DK-West
TVIS DK-West
Esbjerg DK-West
Herning DK-West
Thisted DK-West
Svendborg DK-West
Frederikshavn DK-West
Hjørring DK-West
Holstebro, Struer DK-West
Horsens DK-West
Silkeborg DK-West
Sønderborg DK-West
Viborg DK-West
Brønderslev DK-West
Grenå DK-West
NG_DK-West DK-West
BIO_DK-West DK-West
Other_DK-West DK-West
NG_DK-East DK-East
BIO_DK-East DK-East
Other_DK-East DK-East

The choice of geographic splits follow the convention in the RAMSES data set described in section 2.2. Due to data
limitations we do not have heating sectors outside of Denmark in the model.

Table 10: Technology Sets in bottom up module:

Technology set T :23

Condensation plant (electricity only) (standard)
Extraction plant (CHP) (non-standard)
Backpressure plant with bypass (CHP) (non-standard)
Backpressure plant (CHP) (non-standard)
Electric heater (heat only) (standard)
Intermittent electricity (standard)
Boiler heating plant (heat only) (standard)
Solar heating plant (heat only) (standard)
Heat storage (non-standard)
Exogenous production (industry surplus) (standard)
Electricity storage (non-standard)
Hydro with storage (non-standard)
Electricity deficit plant
Heating deficit plant

’Standard’ technology types are modeled using the same supply function approach, but differ in the way marginal costs of
production are calculated. ’Non-standard’ technologies are modeled differently in both marginal cost calculation as well as
supply function modeling.
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Table 11: Set of hourly variation patterns

Hourly variation set V
District Heating, demand (same for all heating areas)
Electricity demand, one for each GE (unique for each area)
Onshore Wind, DK1
Onshore Wind, DK2
Offshore wind, DK:
VestEksKyst
Horns Rev 1
Horns Rev 2
Anholt
VestLand, pre 2008
VestLand, 2008-2013
ØstEksKyst
Nysted
Rødsand
ØstLand, pre 2008
ØstLand, 2008-2013

Wind, foreign, 1 for each GE (unique for each area)
Photo Voltaics, 1 for each GE (unique, for each area)
Solar heating, DK1
Solar heating, DK2
Hydro inflow, SE/NO/FI (3 countries share the same)
Hydro inflow, DE (Germany)
Industrial Surplus production (same for all GE)

Table 12: Set of bid type for Danish plants

Bid types B: Explanation
Marginal Supply from plant depends on marginal costs of production rel-

ative to spot price on the market.
Prioritized Marginal revenue of supply of electricity is constant (given by a

subsidy rate).
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B Details on the bottom-up supply

B.1 Bottom-up supply from standard plants

We consider standard plant as defined in section 4.1. In the smoothing methodology applied in our model,

the individual plant’s supply function is smoothed using a flexible sigmoid function (f). For the standard

plant, this entails a smoothed choice of electricity generation on the form

Ei = qif(p
E
i ; ci,σ). (21)

Recall that the sigmoid function is assumed to be continuously differentiable, monotonically increasing

and bounded such that f : R → [0, 1].24 Thus we can interpret the optimal dispatch function in (21)

as the solution to a problem where plant i consists of a continuum of plants j (of unit mass), each with

constant marginal costs of cji . To see this, let g(cji ;σ) denote the distribution of marginal costs and

G(cji ;σ) the corresponding cumulative distribution. The optimal dispatch function is then given by

Ẽi = qi

∫pEi
g
(
cji

)
dj

= qiG(p
E
i ;σ),

which is equivalent to the original formulation.

In our version, the supply from a type of plants is presented as the sum of smoothed supply decisions.

An alternative to this method, is to choose a smooth aggregation instead as is done in heterogeneous agents

models (Algan et al., 2014). We expect such an approach to deliver highly similar results. Note that in

general equilibrium the computation of plant-specific unit costs ci depends on various characteristics that

are endogenous, i.e. wage rates, fuel prices etc.; this limits the scope for presenting the heterogeneity of

plants using e.g. a kernel density estimation over the various plants’ ci. In other words: as endogenous

variables in the general equilibrium enters differently in the computation of ci, for different plants i, we

cannot simply approximate the heterogeneity by some exogenous distribution estimated over the plants’

ci.

B.2 Bottom-up supply from combined power and heat plants

B.2.1 Deriving bottom-up supply from combined power and heat plants

As mentioned in the main section, there are three different type of CHP plants included in the data. In

general the CHP plants are so-called joint production technologies. The implication is that the plant not

only faces a problem of choosing its inputs correctly, it also faces the problem of optimally allocation this

to either production of electricity and/or heat outputs.

24We note that there are different conventions on what constitutes a sigmoid function, including what bounded interval
it is defined on. An alternative convention of f̃ :→ R → [a, b] can easily be applied, with a few suitable transformations e.g.
on the variable qi.
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The traditional way of modelling CHP plants in the bottom-up literature, is to adopt the following

assumptions for production technology:

Assumption 5 (CHP bottom-up assumptions). For all types of CHP plants, assume the following:

i. Plants produce a composite good Q using a constant returns to scale technology (typically Leontief)

of inputs x ∈ Rm
+ . This results in a constant marginal cost ci.

ii. The scale of production of the composite good Q is bounded on [0, 1], representing degree of capacity

(qi) that is utilized.

iii. Given the scale of production (Q(x)), plants use a linear transformation function to (costlessly)

produce electricity and heat:

qiQ(x) = γEi Ei + γHi Hi. (22)

iv. The linear transformation function is bounded by minimum co-production constraints on electricity

(CEi ) or heat (CHi ):

Ei ≥ HiC
E
i , Hi ≥ EiCHi . (23)

Under assumption 5, consider the following two step maximization procedure: Given the choice of

inputs x, the plant produces Q(x) ∈ [0, 1]. Given this, what is the optimal choice of output split? The

marginal effect on profits from increasing E marginally by lowering H is then given by

p̃E −
γHi
γEi

p̃H , p̃Yi = pY − F iY (t).

as long as this level is feasible, i.e. within the bounds in (23). Note that the relevant prices p̃E , p̃H
are output-prices corrected for potential output-specific taxation. With this linearity with bounds, the

optimal output-split function is simply given by

H∗i =


qiQ(x)

γHi + γECEi
, p̃E <

γHi
γEi

p̃H

qiQ(x)
γHi + γEi /CHi

, p̃E ≥
γHi
γEi

p̃H

E∗i =


qiQ(x)

γEi + γHCHi
, p̃E ≥

γHi
γEi

p̃H

qiQ(x)
γEi + γHi /CEi

, p̃E <
γHi
γEi

p̃H

Given these functions, the optimal choice of Q is given by

max
Q∈[0,1]

p̃EE
∗
i + p̃HH

∗
i − ciQqi.

This is similarly linear but bounded in Q, thus again yielding a function on the form

Q∗ =

 1, pEH ≥ ci
0, pEH < ci

(24)
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where pEH depends on the relative prices as

pEH =


p̃H

γHi + γEi C
E
i

+
p̃E

γEi + γHi /CEi
, p̃E <

γHi
γEi

p̃H

p̃H

γHi + γEi /CHi
+

p̃E

γEi + γHi C
H
i

, p̃E ≥
γHi
γEi

p̃H

(25)

To see how this corresponds to the solution in the main text in equations (7)-(8) consider figure B.1 below

copied from the main text for convenience.

Figure B.1: Production possibility set for CHP plants
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Define the transformation function in (22) as

qEi Q = Ei + (1/Cvi )Hi,

using that qi = qEi , γEi = 1, γHi = 1/Cvi . The minimum co-production constraints in (23) are defined as

in the main text. It is straightforward to verify that the solution in (24)-(25) can be written on the form

presented in the main text in (7)-(8).

B.2.2 A normalized constant elasticity of transformation assumption leads to flexible sig-

moid share functions

The bottom-up approach outlined in the previous section, shows how the solution essentially boils down

to a combination of two corner solutions: (1) Is it profitable to use the plant or not (scale decision)?

And (2) Is it most profitable to maximize production of electricity or heat? One way to approach this is

to approximate the discrete {0, 1} choices with a form of flexible sigmoid function. Here we show that a

simple change of the bottom-up assumptions implies replacing the discrete choice with a type of flexible
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sigmoid function.

Assumption 6 (CHP with normalized constant elasticity of transformation (NCET) assumptions).

Consider the four assumptions in assumption 5. Replace the linearly bounded transformation function in

iii.-iv. with an assumption of normalized constant elasticity transformation:

qiQ =

[
(θiE)

σ−1
σ (Ei −E)

σ−1
σ + θ

σ−1
σ

H (Hi −H)
σ−1
σ

] σ
σ−1

, σ < −1. (26)

One set of coefficients that nests the linear assumptions in assumption 5 for σ → −∞ is:

θE =
qEi

qEi − qHi C
E
i

, θH =
qEi

qHi − qEi C
H
i

, qi = qEi

E = qHi QCEi , H = qEi QCHi .

As in the bottom-up case, we consider the optimization problem of the CHP plant in two steps. First,

assume that Q(x) is given. The problem of optimally choosing production of E,H is under assumption

6 given by:

max
Ei,Hi

p̃EEi + p̃iHHi,

s.t. qEi Q =

( qEi
qEi − qHi C

E
i

)σ−1
σ (

Ei − qHi QCEi
)σ−1

σ
+

(
qHi

qHi − qEi C
H
i

)σ−1
σ (

Hi − qEi QCHi
)σ−1

σ

 σ
σ−1

.

This formulation gives a marginal rate of transformation of

−
∂E

∂H
=

(
θH
θE

)σ−1
σ
(
Ei −E

Hi −H

) 1
σ

.

Thus the optimal output-split is given by

p̃E

∣∣∣∣ ∂E∂H
∣∣∣∣ = p̃H .

After some standard CET manipulations we get the solution

H∗i = H +
qEi Q
θH

1[
1+

(
p̃HθE
p̃EθH

)σ−1] σ
σ−1

.

E∗i = E +
qEi Q
θE

1[
1+

(
p̃HθE
p̃EθH

)1−σ] σ
σ−1

.
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Substituting back for θE , θH ,E,H this yields:

H∗i = Q

qHi
1[

1+

(
p̃H(qHi −qEi C

H
i )

p̃E(qEi −qHi C
E
i )

)σ−1] σ
σ−1

+ qEi C
H
i

1−
1[

1+

(
p̃H(qHi −qEi C

H
i )

p̃E(qEi −qHi C
E
i )

)σ−1] σ
σ−1



 (27)

E∗i = Q

qHE
1[

1+

(
p̃H(qHi −qEi C

H
i )

p̃E(qEi −qHi C
E
i )

)1−σ] σ
σ−1

+ qHi C
E
i

1−
1[

1+

(
p̃H(qHi −qEi C

H
i )

p̃E(qEi −qHi C
E
i )

)1−σ] σ
σ−1



 (28)

From the solution in (27)-(28) we note the following:

• Both H∗i and E∗i is linear in the scale decision Q. Thus the optimal choice of Q is still a corner

decision, that depends on whether or not the plant is profitable when active. Replacing the as-

sumption that Q is produced with constant marginal costs, with the assumption of marginal costs

outlined for standard plants in assumption 1, the optimal solution of Q becomes a flexible sigmoid

type as well.

• Consider the two functions that depend on the relative prices p̃H/p̃E . Both of these are flexible

sigmoid functions that maps smoothly onto [0, 1].25 Thus we can write the functions as

H∗i = Q
[
qHi f

H
i (p̃H/p̃E ;σ) + qEi C

H
i

(
1− fHi (p̃H/p̃E ;σ)

)]
E∗i = Q

[
qEi f

E
i (p̃H/p̃E ;σ) + qHi C

E
i

(
1− fEi (p̃H/p̃E ;σ)

)]
.

Note that in the limit of σ → −∞ this yields

lim
σ→−∞ fHi =

 1, p̃H(qHi − qEi C
H
i ) > p̃E(q

E
i − qHi C

E
i )

0, p̃H(qHi − qEi C
H
i ) < p̃E(q

E
i − qHi C

E
i )

• Finally, note that by construction, the minimum co-production constraints, capacities and linear

transformation rate Cvi relates as follows:

Cvi

(
qHi −CHi q

E
i

)
= qEi −CEi q

H
i .

Using this, note that the threshold for when this share function jumps from 0 to 1, corresponds to

the same limit as in the bottom-up case, i.e. when

lim
σ→−∞ fHi =

 1, p̃H > p̃EC
v
i

0, p̃H < p̃EC
v
i

25In section 3 we defined the flexible sigmoid function, as one with a parameter σ > 0, where the smoothing ’dies out’
when σ → 0. Technically, the functions presented here needs a simple transformation before it obeys this criterion, as the
smoothing ’dies out’ here when σ → −∞. Letting γ ≡ −1/σ, this is indeed the case.
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B.3 An elaboration on the storage plant optimization problem

Consider the general optimization problem of storage plants outlined in section 4.4 (here repeated for

convenience):

max
{Yh}

8760
h=1

8760∑
h=1

βh
[
(pYh − c)Yh

]
, (29a)

s.t. Sh = Sh−1 + (1− bIs)(Wh − Yh), Is =

 0, Yh ≥Wh

1, Yh < Wh

(29b)

Yh ∈
[
Y ,Y

]
(29c)

Sh ∈
[
0,S

]
(29d)

S0 = S8760 ≥ 0, given. (29e)

Equation (29a) is the discounted profits with discount factor β, prices pYh in hour h, unit costs c and the

dispatch/store decision Yh. Note that within a year, unit costs are assumed fixed. Furthermore, they are

assumed the same for both storing (Yh < 0) and dispatching (Yh > 0). To motivate this assumption take

for instance pure-pumped hydro plants: When these plants are storing energy (Eh < 0) their turbines are

running backwards and when they are dispatching energy (Eh > 0) their turbines are running forwards.

The marginal cost of using the turbines, however, is the same regardless of which way they are running.

The main difference, however, comes down to whether they are buying additional electricity to run the

turbines backwards (Eh<0) or letting the water flow down through the turbines and selling it (Eh>0).

Equation (11b) is the law of motion for stored energy. Here Wh represents a potential exogenous

inflow of energy, e.g. in the form of water inflow for hydro plants. Is is a dummy-variable indicating that

when the plant is storing energy, there is a loss of b% of energy.

Equation (11c) is the inequality path constraints on the control variable, determined by the power

generation capacity of the plant. For heat storage and electricity storage technologies, we can think of

the lower bound Y < 0 as the maximum amount a battery can store/turbine can pump in a given hour,

whereas Y ≥ 0 for hydro-electric plants with may represent some minimum baseload. Equation (29d) is

the state constraint on the stored energy. The lower bound is normalized to zero, with S denoting e.g.

the size of the reservoir for hydro-electric plants.

The general problem in (29) is linear in the control variable (Yh) with multiple occasionally binding

constraints. In the dynamic programming literature, a number of suitable solution methods have been

developed for that particular class of problems. To the best of our knowledge, however, they all involve

some sort of backwards recursion or iteration scheme, which greatly increases the computational burden of

solving for an equilibrium.26 The standard way of tackling these problems is to iterate until convergence

between (1) solving the dynamic programming problem, taking equilibrium prices on E and H as given

26Essentially, the problem can be set up as a discrete-choice problem. By using the terminal state condition of the a
predetermined reservoir level, the model for storage technologies could be solved by means of backwards induction. That
is, given a terminal value tomorrow, the optimal discrete choice today can be solved for using a numerical optimization
algorithm on an exogenous grid of the state variable. Here the terminal value of tomorrow can be determined by standard
interpolation techniques. This process continuous by iterating backwards and solving for the entire optimal supply path.
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and (2) solving for equilibrium prices, taking the solution from the dynamic programming problem as

given (Berkovec, 1985). Although this approach tackles the problem head on, it performs poorly in

large-scale CGE models.

The problem of storage technologies is in Ramses simplified to obtain a static representation (Danish

Energy Agency, 2018). The essence of their approach is to capture as much of the optimal solution as

possible by coupling the supply to relevant contemporaneous variables (e.g. level of demand and price

today) or constraints (e.g. size of storage reservoir). In this way hydro plants dispatch electricity when

prices are high and store when prices are low.

Below we present a less drastic simplification that still leaves the solution dynamic and ensures that

we respect the occasionally binding constraints in (29c)-(29d).

B.4 A CNS-compatible representation of storage plants

In this section we present a smooth approximation of the general case presented in (11) that can readily

be solved by a Newton-based optimizer in a general equilibrium setting. One way to ensure this, is to

use assumption 3 outlined in the main text.

Under assumption 3 the first order conditions are given by

pYh − g

(
Yh − Y

Y − Y

)
=λhζ

′(Wh − Yh)ϑ
′(Sh−1 + ζ(Wh − Yh)), ∀h (30a)

λh =βλh+1ϑ
′(Sh + ζ(Wh+1 − Yh+1)), for 0 < h < 8760. (30b)

S8760 =S0 ≥ 0 given. (30c)

Next, note that under assumption 3, the function g is invertible, with the inverse being a flexible sigmoid

type. Furthermore, the function ϑ is strictly monotonically increasing for σϑ > 0, and continuously

differentiable; thus the inverse of ϑ and ϑ ′ exists.

Using this, define the auxiliary variables θh representing the continuation value of the storage problem:

θh ≡ λhϑ ′(Sh−1 + ζ(Wh − Yh)). (31)

Using this and the invertibility of the law of motion function ϑ the first order conditions can be presented

by the system of equations:

Yh = Y +
(
Y − Y

)
f
(
pYh − ζ ′(Wh − Yh)θh

)
(32a)

θh = βθh+1ϑ
′ (ϑ−1 (Sh)) . (32b)

Sh = ϑ (Sh−1 + ζ(Wh − Yh)) . (32c)

Note that this system of equations is particularly easy to solve: Given prices (pYh ), initial level of stored

energy S0, and an initial level of the continuation value θ1, rest of the system of equations is no longer

simultaneous. Technically, the model presented here can be ordered topologically, such that given θ1 (and

ignoring S8760 = S0 temporarily), the dependency graph associated with the model is a Directed Acyclic
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Graph. In particular, the topological order is given by {Y1,S1, θ2,Y2,S2, ...} and so on for all h. In other

words, the numerical problem of solving the system of equations in (32) comes down to finding a value

of θ1, such that recursively solving forward on (32a), (32b), and (32c) yields a S8760 that is equal to the

initial reservoir S0.

B.5 Evaluation of storage model using Swedish hydro-electric plants

To evaluate our approach to model storage technologies, we consider the case of Swedish hydro power

plants. We choose Swedish hydro power plants in part because they are essential for the electricity

equilibrium in Denmark and partly due to the data availability.27 We collect hourly hydro-electric

production from the national TSO (Svenska Kraftnät, 2019) and elspot prices from Nord Pool (2018).

Water inflow and storage level are only available at the weekly frequency. To get the hourly frequency we

allocate the weekly water inflow equally into every hour within the week and calculate the hourly reservoir

level using the law of motion Sh = Sh−1 + Yh −Eh where Yh is the allocated hourly water inflow. This

method implies a small deviation, when comparing the weekly reservoir level with the imputed hourly

reservoir level (see figure B.2).

Figure B.2: Calculated hourly reservoir level and water inflow for Sweden, 2017

Source: Own calculations based on Nord Pool (2018) and Svenska Kraftnät (2019).

To structurally estimate the model we assume that observed electricity production (Eh) is contaminated

with mean-zero i.i.d. normal measurement error

xh(ξ) ≡ Eh −E∗h(Sh−1, ph; ξ) ∼ N (0,σ2η), (33)

27To the best of our knowledge, hourly frequency data is only available for Swedish hydro plants and not any other
storage plants; at least not any that are included in our model.
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where E∗h(Sh−1, ph; ξ) is the policy function given by the system of equations in (32) and the estimation

parameters are ξ = (σ,β, c,E, Ē) ′. Assumption (33) implies that the likelihood of observing the data is

L() =
H∏
h=1

φ(xh(ξ)), φ(xh(ξ)) =
1√
2πσ2η

exp
(
−
xh(ξ)

2

2σ2η

)
(34)

The estimation is implemented in GAMS, formulated as a maximization problem, which is similar to the

mathematical program with equilibrium constraints (MPEC) method proposed by Su and Judd (2012).

Formally the problem is set up as follows:

max
ξ∈Ξ

log (L(ξ)) = 1

H

H∑
h=1

log(φ(xh(ξ)))

subject to system (32)

(35)

The parameter space (Ξ) is restricted to:

Ξ =

{
ξ ∈ R

5
+

∣∣∣ σ > 0 ∧ c ≥ 0 ∧E ∈
[
0, min {Eh}

]
∧ Ē ∈

[
max {Eh} ,∞[

}
.

To compute standard errors from this estimation, the model would have to be resolved for each estimate

ξ̂. As the exercise performed here is meant to illustrate the model formulation’s fit compared to observed

data, we do not include standard errors in the following. The estimated parameters are presented in

table 13 along with the technical information in Ramses for Sweden in 2017 for comparison. The optimal

discount factor is set to 1 cf. table 13. Recall that the frequency of data is hourly, thus a discount

factor of β̂ = 1 seems somewhat reasonable. Furthermore, the estimate of the marginal cost (c) is almost

identical to the cost estimate in Ramses. For the current framework to replicate the observed patterns,

the capacity data has to be scaled down by around 22% though.

Table 13: Comparison of estimated parameters and Ramses technical information.

Parameter Description Estimate Ramses
σ Smoothing parameter 81.56 NA
β Discount factor 1.00 NA
c Marginal cost (DKK) 7.54 5.85
Ē Maximum generation capacity (GWh) 12.77 16.27
E Minimum base-load (GWh) 2.01 0.00

The model fit is presented in figure B.3. Figure B.3a plots power generation for given prices. The model

replicates the general upward sloping supply curve, indicating that hydro plants ramp up production when

prices increase. The model does not sufficiently capture the variance in observed electricity production.

The immediate explanation for this is that the current version of the model, does not include uncertainty.

Both future prices as well as the exact inflow of water is to some degree uncertain. Including stochasticity

in the model would, however, require a major update. While it might be feasible to include in the BU

module, it is not clear whether this could work when coupled to a CGE model.28. Another possible
28It is a somewhat straightforward exercise to include expectations on how prices and inflow in the decision rules of
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explanation is that hydro plants do not plan production according to prices but according to demand;

such an assumption is the basis for hydro-electric production in Ramses (Danish Energy Agency, 2018,

p. 33-37). We view this as unlikely, given hydro power managers have access to both projected demand

and supply on Nord Pool, enabling them to calculate the expected system spot price.29

Figure B.3: Model fit of hydro power in Sweden, 2017

(a) Power generation for given electricity prices. (b) Reservoir level.

Figure B.3b plots the reservoir level. The model replicates the general shape and level of the hourly

reservoir level. The level difference towards the terminal period is due to the terminal condition in (29e).

To fit the reservoir level more accurately an infinite horizon framework could be invoked. This would

however make the calibration of our bottom up module far more complicated, as it would have to run

simultaneously with the entire CGE model. The reason for this is that managers of storage technologies

now take into account the entire price path, even prices in the very long-run, when planning production

in the very short-run. Solving the BU-model for one year, thus depends on solution of the BU-model

in other years. In the current model version presented in the following sections, the simple terminal

conditions is applied.

C Trade and equilibrium concepts

C.1 Derivation of the smooth net exports function assuming increasing marginal

costs of trade

Consider the bottom-up net export function in the main section 5. Recall that we based the net export

function on three assumptions: (i) Homogeneity of electricity across geographic areas, (ii) competitive

markets, and (iii) trade constraints from transmission lines. Note that instead of formulating this in terms

of NXi,j , we can interpret this as a trade cost function C̃i,j of trading between area i and j. Thus we

the hydro plants. Including the simulation of stochastic processes for each hourly state would, however, increase the
dimensionality of the model significantly.

29See https://www.nordpoolgroup.com/Market-data1/Power-system-data/Production1/Procuction-Prognosis/
ALL1/Hourly/?view=table and https://www.nordpoolgroup.com/Market-data1/Power-system-data/Consumption1/
Consumption-prognosis/.
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can formulate a trade cost function that is equivalent to the net export formulation in the main section:

C̃i,j =

 ∞, if NXi,j > Ti,j , or NXi,j < −Tj,i

0, else
. (36)

Assume now instead that trade costs are not exactly zero within the bounds [−Tj,i,Ti,j ], but rather

gradually approached these limits. For instance, consider the class of flexible sigmoid functions defined

in section 3. Note that with the definition f : R → [0, 1] where f is monotonically increasing and

continuously differentiable, the inverse function g ≡ f−1 : [0, 1]→ R exists and is similarly continuously

differentiable on [0, 1].30 Furthermore, we know that

∂g

∂x
(x; c,σ) > 0,

lim
x→0+

g(x; c,σ) = −∞
lim
x→1−

g(x; c,σ) =∞.

With this in place consider the following equilibrium concept:

Problem 1 (Cost-minimizing equilibrium).

Consider the electricity and heat markets in hour h and year t. Let (pgE ,pgH ) denote the vectors of all

hourly prices in a year in electricity area gE and heat area gH . Let EdgE denote the demand of electricity

in area gE and similarly for Hd. Finally let (IgE , IgH ) denote the set of individual plants producing

electricity or heat in the relevant area (gE , gH). The trade-cost minimizing equilibrium is defined from

the problem:

min
n−1∑
k=1

n∑
j=k+1

Ck,j(NXk,j) (37a)

s.t.
∑

gE∈GE

Ed(pgE ) =
∑

gE∈GE

∑
i∈IgE

Ei (pgE ,pgH ) (37b)

Ed(pgE ) =
∑
i∈IgE

Ei (pgE ,pgH ) −
∑

gk∈(GE\gE)

NXgE ,gK , ∀gE ∈ GE (37c)

Hd(pgH ) =
∑
i∈IgH

Hi (pgE ,pgH ) , ∀gH ∈ GH , (37d)

where the cost function is defined such that

∂Ck,j
∂NXk,j

= g

(
NXi,j + Tj,i
Ti,j + Tj,i

; σ

)
(38)

The problem in 2 minimizes trade costs, subject to the sum of supply equals sum of demand (37b) and

where each electricity and heat area is in equilibrium (37c)-(37d). Finally, the assumption that marginal

costs follows the function g (defined as the inverse of any flexible sigmoid function f) ensures that the

30The differentiable part follows from the inverse function theorem: f is strictly monotonically increasing for σ > 0
implying that f ′(p) 6= 0 for all p ∈ R.
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trade cost function is strictly convex in NXk,j .

This leads us to the following proposition:

Proposition 2 (Trade-cost minimizing equilibrium).

Consider the equilibrium defined by the solution to problem 2. Assume that the sigmoid function f and

its inverse g both have analytical representations. Let n denote the number of electricity areas gE ∈ GE .

Let m =
∑n−1
i=1 i. Let p̃E ∈ Rn−1 denote the vector of all electricity prices in one hour except one. Let

NX ∈ Rm denote the vector of all net export terms in one hour. We then have:

i. The global minimum of problem 2 exists.

ii. The global minimum always obeys transmission line constraints.

iii. There exists a mapping f̃p : Rn−1 → Rm from a vector of country specific electricity prices (p̃E) to

a vector of all net export elements NX.

iv. The mapping f̃p is unique (injective) and has an analytical representation. In particular, if the

marginal trade cost function is the inverse of a flexible sigmoid function as in problem 2, the trade-

cost minimizing solution is on the the form

NXi,j = −Tj,i +
(
Ti,j + Tj,i

)
f
(
pE,j − pE,i; 0,σ

)
.

Initially, note that the sum of the n equilibrium constraints in (37c) corresponds to the total equilib-

rium condition in (37b), thus we can without loss of generality disregard the n’th equilibrium constraint

from the minimization problem. Letting λiE denote the shadow-value of the i’th equilibrium constraint,

the first order conditions for problem 2 is thus given by

For j < n :
∂Ck,j
∂NXk,j

= λjE − λkE ,

For j = n :
∂Ck,j
∂NXk,j

= −λkE .

Letting ∂C/∂NX denote the marginal trade cost function applied on each element of a vector input, and

λ denote the vector shadow values, the first order conditions can be summed up on the form

∂C
∂NX = Aλ,

where A is an (m×n− 1) coefficient matrix. Similarly, the equilibrium constraints in (37c) can be written

as a linear system:

BNX = ζ,

where B is an (n− 1×m) coefficient matrix, and ζ is an n− 1 vector of constants (given prices). Both

A and B are of rank n− 1. In Berg and Eskildsen (2019) we show that the following holds:

i. The objective function and constraints are twice continuously differentiable.
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ii. Gradients of constraints are linearly independent, i.e. the Jacobian matrix B is of full (row) rank.

In particular we have that the null space of B

Null(B) = span
{
(Z)
}
,

where Z is a basis matrix of dimensions m× (m− (n− 1)).

iii. The matrix H ≡ Z ′
(
∇2NX,NXL

)
Z is positive definite. In particular ∇2NX,NXL is a (m ×m)

diagonal matrix with elements λi > 0. Thus H is defined in its diagonalized form, with eigenvalues

λi and eigenvectors in Z.

This ensures that the first order conditions are necessary and sufficient for the global minimum. To

show that this minimum always obeys the transmission line constraints, we refer to appendix H of Berg

and Eskildsen (2019). Next, note that with competitive markets, the marginal trade cost will act as a

price-wedge between electricity areas, such that:

pgi = pgj −
∂Ci,j
∂NXi,j

, ∀(gi, gj) : Ti,j > 0. (39)

Using this in the first order conditions we have:

NXi,j =

(
∂Ci,j
∂NXi,j

)−1 (
pgj − pgi

)
.

Using that f and g are each other’s inverse functions, this condition yields the net export function from

the main section (equation (15)).

D Short run demand for energy goods

D.1 Specification of price-responsive part of short run energy demand

In economics there is a long tradition of using functions that exhibits constant elasticity of substitution.

Let ph be the hourly price and pt the yearly average. In this tradition the price-responsive part of the

short run energy demand could simply be modelled as

F (ph, pt) =
(
ph
pt

)−ε

, (40)

where ε is the elasticity of short run demand wrt. the hourly-to-yearly relative price. However, when we

think of demand (and supply) in the very short run, i.e. on hourly basis, we often encounter capacity

constraints. For instance, given the appliances installed in the household, it is reasonable to think of

a very clear upper bound on how much electricity can be applied per hour. Similarly, on the hourly

level, firms may change when to perform the energy-intensive part of production, but it is not likely that

the production process is greatly altered on this frequency. Furthermore, as a part of energy demand is

inelastic, electricity prices can be very small, and even negative at times; the iso-elastic version in 40 is
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not suitable to capture these features.

For this reason, we formulate a new class of short run demand functions. In particular, we think of a

realistic function F (·) as obeying the following criteria:

i. By the construction of the short run demand and its link to the yearly demand levels, normalize

the function to return 1, when hourly and yearly average prices coincide: F (p, p) = 1.

ii. The function is decreasing in the current price: F ′ph ≤ 0. The function is increasing in all other

prices F ′p−h ≥ 0.

iii. The function is bounded from above (D) and below (D) such that

lim
ph→∞F (ph, p−h) = D

lim
ph→−∞F (ph, p−h) = D.

This allows for a broad range of functions. In particular, we note that the class of sigmoid functions (f)

used to smooth the bottom-up supply of electricity and heat can be used in this formulation as well:

F (p) = D+
(
D−D

)
f (θ(p);σ) , (41)

where θ(p) : R8760 → R is any mapping that is decreasing (increasing) in ph (p−h), and where for

constant prices (p) we have

θ(p) = f−1
(
1−D

D−D

)
(42)

Note that for D > 1 > D this θ(p) exists and is finite. We finish by proposing a few specifications that

obey these conventions.

D.1.1 A simple probit demand specification

In the baseline model we specify the short run demand functions using the flexible sigmoid approach

outlined above. In particular we use the formulation in (41) with

f (θ(p);σ) = Φ

(
θ(p)
σ

)
, (43)

with Φ(·) denoting the standard normal cumulative distribution. A simple assumption of θ(p) that

ensures that (42) holds is

θ(p) = pt − ph + σΦ−1

(
1−D

D−D

)
. (44)

This focuses on the yearly average price (pt) for simplicity; it is however straightforward to extend this

to multivariate Gaussian distribution.
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D.1.2 A multinomial logit specification

As an alternative, we can use the multinomial logit-like formulation, thus letting

f(θ(p)) = γ + exp (βh (pt − ph))

γ +
∑
j exp

(
βj(pt − pj)

) .
Note that when all prices are constant, this entails

f (θ(p)) = 1+ γ

8760+ γ
(45)

To ensure that F (p) = 1 we can simply adjust γ

γ = 8760
1−D

D− 1
−
D−D

D− 1
. (46)

This formulation can (somewhat) straightforwardly be extended to include nested logit specifications.

D.2 Estimation of habits in electricity demand in Denmark

Assuming φ = 1 and allowing habits gh,t to depend on year t as well, implies that (17) simplifies to

Edh = Edt gh,t, (47)

as
∑
h gh,t = 1 by construction. The specification in (47) assumes that the hourly load is perfectly

inelastic, where gh,t can be interpreted as purely habitual consumption patterns repeating itself as cycles

(seasonality): consumers have a preference for allocating their consumption at specific hours of the year

due to e.g. labour/leisure time and holiday effects31.

To illustrate the idea of gh,t the average daily consumption cycle per year is plotted in figure D.1.

The average daily cycle is almost identical across year and the 95% highest density interval suggests

that the daily cycle is also persistent. Furthermore, the pattern is very much in line with expectation

that consumers demand electricity in conjunction with their daily task without consideration for prices.

Finally, note from (47) that seasonalities are assumed to be multiplicative and that gh,t is allowed to

depend on year t. One reason for this is e.g. that the seventh hour of a Monday can fall at different

hours, h, within year t assuming demand is the same in this state over time. It should be noted that

such a distinction seems unnecessary in the bottom-up model for the forecast to be realistic, however, it

might be important in the estimation of the demand.

In a regression framework we evaluate two different assumptions on the structure of the irregular com-

ponent, εh,t:

eh,t = Etgh,t + εAh,t (48)

31Remember we only assume a perfectly inelastic demand on the very short-run (hourly frequency), since the yearly
consumption level Et is price dependent in the top-down model
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Figure D.1: Average daily electricity consumption cycle for Denmark
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eh,t = Etgh,tε
M
h,t (49)

In (48) the error term is assumed additive and in (49) the error term is multiplicative. From equation

(48) and (49) we get two regression models:

y1h,t = gh,t + η1h,t, y1h,t ≡
eh,t
Et

, η1h,t ≡
εAh,t
Et

(Model 1)

y2h,t = ln gh,t + η2h,t, y2h,t ≡ ln
(
eh,t
Et

)
, η2h,t ≡ ln εMh,t (Model 2)

Model 1 is a run off of the additive model in (48) and Model 2 follows from the multiplicative model in

(49). Model 1 and Model 2 have the advantage of estimating the function gh,t directly32.

The hourly load, eh,t, is collected from Energy Data Service (2018a) for the period 2011-2017. The

time-series of the transformed dependent variables in Model 1 and Model 2 are illustrated in figure D.2.

32We disregarded the option of estimating the logarithmic level of the hourly electricity load given by ln eh,t = lnEt +
ln gh,t + ln εMh,t. We are only interested in the allocation shares captured by gh,t as the yearly load level is coming from the
top-down model in the integrated model.
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Figure D.2: Time-series data for Model 1 and Model 2
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Remembering that we want to evaluate how well (47) explains or rather predicts electricity demand,

we split the data into a training and a test set. The training data consists of 2011-2016. We test the

forecast on data from 2017. The benchmark for choosing between models is the mean-squared-error

(MSE) on the test set, defined as

MSEi =
1

8760

8760∑
h

(
eh,t − ỹih,t

)2
, i = {1, 2, 3} (50)

ỹ1h,t ≡ Etŷ
1
h,t = êh,t (51)

ỹ3h,t ≡ Etexp
(
ŷ2h,t

)
= êh,t, (52)

where t = 2017. The transformations in (51) and (52) ensures that the MSE is measured in the units of

the hourly load eh,t for both models.

Before estimation we have computed the auto-correlation function (ACF) and the partial auto-correlation

function (PACF) of the transformed time-series to examine stationarity. These are illustrate in figure

D.3 and suggest that the process is stationary although with considerable seasonalities.
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Figure D.3: ACF and PACF for y2h,t = eh,t/Et
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Note: Although not shown here, the ACF and PACF for y1h,t = ln(eh,t/Et) show identical patterns.
Source: Energy Data Service (2018a)

The ACF and PACF for eh,t/Et (Model 1) is plotted in figure D.3 with a lag of 8 weeks (1.344 hours).

The ACF in figure D.3a shows a high degree of auto-correlation, however, it is diminishing rather quickly.

Similarly the PACF in figure D.3b converges quickly to zero. These two observations indicate that the

time-series are stationary33. The ACF also shows clear seasonalities. The ACF is peaking every 24 hours

and 168 hours, suggesting a daily and weekly seasonality, respectively. Looking at the time-series in figure

D.2 also suggest a yearly cycle.

The patterns of seasonality are exactly what the function gh,t is trying to capture. A more formal

examination of these seasonalities can carried out by means of a periodogram Bloomfield (2004). The

basic idea of the periodogram is to measure the spectral density (or spectrum power) running on a certain

frequency where the frequency is the inverse of the seasonality, e.g. 1/24 for the daily frequency. The

periodogram for eh,t/Et is shown in figure D.4, and suggests there are clear consumption cycles within

every 12 hour (half-daily seasonality), 24 hour (daily seasonality), 168 hour (weekly seasonality), and

every 8760 hour (yearly seasonality)34. These findings are consistent with the ACF and PACF in figure

D.3 with the exception of the cycle every 12 hour; for this reason the 12th hour is not included in gh,t35.

33Similarly patterns hold for ln
(
eh,t/Et

)
although not shown here.

34Although not shown, the result for ln(eh,t/Et) is similar.
35We have also examined sub-series plots of the 12th hour and there does not seem to be any consistent cycle running

at this frequency.
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Figure D.4: Periodogram of eh,t/Et

In the modelling of gh,t we evaluate two different sets of regressors based on the findings of seasonality.

The first set includes harmonic regressors following Bloomfield (2004). The intuition is that a wave can be

approximated using trigonometric functions. A sinusoidal function, x(h), on a certain frequency, f = 1/s,

where s is the seasonality period in units of time (e.g. s = 24) is given by

x(h) = A cos 2π
(
h

s
+ φ

)
(53)

= β1 cos
(
2π
h

s

)
+ β2 sin

(
2π
h

s

)
, β1 ≡ A cos 2πφ, β2 ≡ −A sin 2πφ (54)

In (54) A is the amplitude, φ is the phase, h is the indicator for hour, and, finally, β1 and β2 are

the parameters to be estimated. To approximate a complex cycle such as in figure D.1 we include

multiple fourier terms, ωs, for the same seasonality although with the limitation that omegas ∈ [1; s/2].

Consequently, the harmonic regressor set is given by

yih,t = β0 +

Fourier series︷ ︸︸ ︷∑
s

Ωs∑
ωs

[
β1ωs cos

(
2πωsh

s

)
+ β2ωs sin

(
2πωsh

s

)]
+ β3h+WeekDay+ ηih,t

∀ s = {24, 168, 8670} and ωs ∈ [1;Ωs] with Ωs ≤
s

2

(X-Harmonic)

A dummy for the day of the week (excluding Monday), WeekDay, is included in (X-Dummy) because the

weekly cycle is relatively complex and the set of dummies aids the fourier terms in capturing the weekly
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seasonality36. The second specification consist of a set of dummy variables given by:

yih,t =β0 +HourOfDay︸ ︷︷ ︸
K=23

+WeekDay︸ ︷︷ ︸
K=6

+Week︸ ︷︷ ︸
K=51

+HourOfDay×WeekDay︸ ︷︷ ︸
K=23×7

+WeekDay×Week︸ ︷︷ ︸
K=6×52

,

(X-Dummy)

where K indicates the number of regressors for each variable. The intercept β0 is level of yi on Monday

in the first week of the 2011 at hour 0.

Model 1 and Model 2 are estimated using OLS, Ridge, and Lasso since this is an prediction exercise. The

objective of lasso and ridge is to minimise the prediction error subject to a tuning parameter:

min
β

(yt − xtβ)
2,

K∑
k=1

β2k ≤ λ (Ridge-Problem)

min
β

(yt − xtβ)
2,

K∑
k=1

|β| ≤ λ (Lasso-Problem)

where K is the length of the vector β. The tuning parameter, λ, is the "penalty" on parameters sizes

(i.e. the shrinkage effect). When λ = 0 Ridge is equivalent to OLS. The attractive feature of Ridge and

Lasso is the possibility of choosing λ optimally by minimising the MSE of the model. In other words, it

chooses the optimal balance between bias and variance of the model’s prediction error:

λ̂ = argmin
λ∈Λ

MSE(η̂(λ))

st.

MSE(η̂(λ)) ≡ E[(η̂(λ))2] = E[(y − ŷ(λ))2]

= Bias(ŷ(λ))2 + σ2 + V ar(ŷ(λ)),

(55)

where Λ is the set of tuning parameters and σ2 is the variance of y. The bias-variance trade-off can

also be interpreted as a problem of over- and under-fitting the model on the training data. If the

bias is high the model is under-fitted and the model can miss important relations on the training data

important for predicting the test data. Conversely, if the variance is high the model is over-fitted and

can use what essentially is random noise in the training data to predict the hourly load on the test

data. The optimal choice λ̂ balances these two trade-offs and it is implemented by means of cross-

validation where 525 observations are left out in each estimation, implying the model is estimated roughlu

(2016 − 2011 + 1) ∗ 8760/525 ≈ 100 times. The tuning set consists of 102 elements and is defined as

Λ = 0∪
{
n ∈ {0, 0.1, 0.2, ..., 10, } : f(n) = 10−n

}
.

Finally, we have two different regression models (Model 1 and Model 2) with two sets of different regressors

(Dummy and Harmonic) each estimated using three different methods (OLS, Ridge, and Lasso), implyinh

we evaluate 2 ∗ 2 ∗ 3 = 12 different models in total.

It should be noted that the error term of all models are auto-correlated and heteroschedastic suggesting

that the models are not fully specified. For instance, we are not accounting for temperature, although
36Another way of formulating it is that Ω168 = 84 is too few regressors to fully capture the weekly cycle.
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this has been shown to be important in determining electricity demand. Temperature is not included in

gh,t (although it easily could be be) because it is a difficult variable to forecast. Importantly, the error

term does not contain a unit root.37

The prediction performances of the 12 different models are presented in figure D.5. The specifications

performs virtually the same albeit the dummy regressors generally outperforms the harmonic regressors.

The best prediction is Model 1 with the set of dummy regressors using Lasso. This specification explains a

little over 92% of the test data indicating the the assumption of φt = 1 is not an unreasonable assumption.

Figure D.5: Prediction performance on test data (2017)
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E Aggregation of hours

Following Reguant (2019) we aggregate the number of hours using machine learning. While Reguant

uses K-means clustering only, we use a combination of conditional inference trees (Hothorn et al., 2006)

and K-means. The reason for this is that Reguant’s model does not contain energy storage while ours

does. The K-means algorithm clusters the number of hours into non-chronologically ordered states. To

capture the intertemporal optimization of plants with capacity for energy storage, we apply conditional

inference trees to pre-define a seasonal ordered structure of the representative states. This procedure

is explained in appendix E.1. In doing so, we can characterize the transitioning between states using

transition matrices. We explain the application of the transition matrices in appendix E.2.

37The ACF and PACF of all estimations suggest a stationary series since lag-terms are converging to zero. Both plots
indicates seasonality at the 24th and 168th lag suggesting that seasonality at these two frequencies has not been completely
accounted for.
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E.1 Aggregation using conditional inference trees and K-means

The aggregation of the number of hours within a year to K representative states is based on aggregating

the exogenous intra-year data indicated by the set V in table 4. This sets includes hourly variation for

67 different elements, implying that the dimensionality of the data is 67×8760. As an example there are

currently 11 different Danish off-shore wind variation patterns included in the set V. In our application

of aggregating the number of hours, we reduce the dimensionality of the intra-year data to 17×8760.

First, we only use eight electricity areas of the 15. Secondly, we only compute one exogenous residual

load function (demand minus intermittent production) for foreign areas. The residual load function

is sufficient when assessing how equilibrium prices are formed. As investments in foreign plants are

exogenously given in our model, we do not consider this detrimental to the choice of aggregation.38

We do not, however, sum variation in domestic demand and intermittent production into one residual

load function, because we need technology-specific prices in order to model investment behavior in Danish

plants. To realistically capture the capacity expansion of existing technologies and the market penetration

rate of new technologies we need to be able to assess the profitability of specific domestic technologies.

For instance, what is the profitability of investing in wind farms and biomass-fired plants?

Second, we aggregate domestic productivity variations for intermittent technologies into fewer repre-

sentative technologies. As an example, the set of variations (V) includes one pattern of productivity for

offshore wind farms at Horns Rev 2 and another for the offshore wind farms at Rødsand. It is not the

ambition to model investments in eleven different offshore wind farm technologies. For this reason the

eleven types of variations are aggregated into one representative technology representing Danish offshore

wind farms. The final intra-year data (V̂) that we aggregate into representative states is listed in table

14.

Table 14: Final dimensionality of exogenous intra-year data (V̂

Exogenous hourly variation Number of time-series
District Heating, habitual demand 1
Habitual electricity demand, DK 2
Residual load, foreign 6
Wind, DK 2
Solar (PV), DK 2
Solar heat, DK 2
Hydro inflow 2

Based on the data in table 14 the number of hours is reduced to K representative states in a two step

procedure: First, we split the year into four bins or seasons, representing spring, summer, fall, and winter

using conditional inference trees (Hothorn et al., 2006). Next, we cluster hours within each season to

K/4 representation states using K-means clustering. In other words, if a year is represented by K = 24

representative states, then each season contain six representative states. Importantly, the number K is

chosen a priori.
38When only using the residual load function for foreign areas, it means that the we sums over productivity from e.g.

wind and solar power (of foreign plants). Thus, the we consider an hour with high wind and low PV productivity as the
same as an hour with low wind and high PV productivity.
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E.2 A state-transition-contingent aggregation

The K-means clustering in step two aggregates hours into non-chronologically ordered states. For plants

that only optimize statically this is not an issue, but for plants with capacity for energy storage the

intertemporal optimization now has an alternative interpretation. Consider a plant with capacity for

energy storage in a particular state, ki. To plan production optimally it needs information on which state

it is in (Ski−1), as well as the energy price of tomorrow (pki|kj ) to determine continuation value θki|kj ,

where kj is the state it transitions into. However, because hours are ordered non-chronologically it can

arrive in state ki from multiple states - even Ki itself. Likewise, it can transition into multiple states -

even ki itself. We can describe these dynamics using transition matrices.

Let P be the (k + 1 × k + 1) matrix of forward-looking transition probabilities. The last column

and row (k + 1) represents the terminal state of the model. Element (i, j) of the matrix identifies the

probability that state i transitions to state j. Similarly, we define the backwards looking transition matrix

P−1. Here element (i, j) identifies the probability of state i coming from state j. Without clustering the

hours into smaller states, i.e. k =8760, the transition matrices are given by:

P ≡



p0|0, p0|1, p0|2, · · · p0|k−1, p0|k

p1|0, p1|1, p1|2, · · · p1|k−1, p1|k
...

...
... pki|kj

...
...

pk−1|0, pk−1|1, pk−1|2, · · · pk−1|k−1, pk−1|k

pk|0, pk|1, pk|2, · · · pk|k−1, pk|k


=



0, 1, 0, · · · 0, 0

0, 0, 1, · · · 0, 0
...

...
...

...
...

...

0, 0, 0, · · · 0, 1

0, 0, 0, · · · 0, 1


,

P−1 ≡



p0|0, p0|1, · · · p0|k−2, p0|k−1, p0|k

p1|0, p1|1, · · · p1|k−2, p1|k−1, p1|k
...

... pki|kj
...

...
...

pk−1|0, pk−1|1, · · · pk−1|k−2, pk−1|k−1 pk−1|k

pk|0, pk|1, · · · pk|k−2, pk|k−1, pk|k


=



1, 0, · · · 0, 0, 0

1, 0, · · · 0, 0, 0
...

...
...

...
...

...

0, 0, · · · 1, 0, 0

0, 0, · · · 0, 1, 0


.

For P the last row indicates that the terminal state transitions into itself such that the terminal state

is an absorbing state. Furthermore, note for P that the first column sums to zero as there is no state

transitioning into hour zero39. For P−1 the second row indicates that it is only the initial state that

transitions into hour 140. In the simple case where the transition probability matrix consists entirely of

ones and zeros, the transition dynamics are identical to full model described in section 4.4 with k = 8760

states.

Our idea is to decompose the production in an aggregate state ki by letting the storage plant always

know exactly which state it transitions into at ki + 1. Allowing production to be contingent on the state

39In technical terms, state zero is the terminal state in the previous year, which is given.
40Note that the two are simply each other transposed. This need not be the case in the aggregated case; there can easily

be different number of hours in each state ki, making the weights different in the backward and forward looking transition
matrices.
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tomorrow, the first order conditions for this plant is then given by:

Eki|kj = E+
(
Yki −E

)
Φ

(
pki − c− aθki|kj

σ

)
+
(
Ē − Yki

)
Φ

(
pki − c− θki|kj

σ

)
(56a)

θki|kj = βθkj + η
ki|kj

− η̄ki|kj (56b)

Ski|kj = Ski−1 + f
(
Yki −Eki|kj

)
(56c)

η̄ki|kj =
(
Smaxki|kj

− S̄
)
∇Smaxki|kj

(56d)

η
ki|kj

= −Sminki|kj
∇Sminki|kj

. (56e)

Here Eki|kj is the production in state ki given that it transitions into kj and θki|kj the relevant continuation

value. With production being state-contingent we also get a state-contingent reservoir level (Ski|kj ) and

corresponding shadow values on the reservoir constraints (η̄ki|kj , ηki|kj ). Note that to limit the number of

equations, we still use the simple weighted average continuation value θkj in the law of motion (56a), as

well as the simple average initial reservoir level Ski − 1 in (56c). These averages are defined in a manner

similar to the state-average approach:

Ski−1 ≡P−1,ki ×
(
S0, Sk1|ki , · · · , Skk|ki

) ′
θki ≡Pki ×

(
0, θki|k1 , · · · , θki|kj

) ′
.

In this way storage plants make decisions knowing which aggregate state they enter in the following

period, but only the probability distribution for which states to enter in subsequent periods. Finally,

since Eki|kj is the average production in state ki when transitioning into kj , the average production in

state ki is

Eki ≡Pki ×
(
0, Eki|k1 , · · · , Eki|kj

) ′
.

Finally, total production in the state ki is given by scaling up with the number of hours (ni) in state ki,

i.e. Eki = niEki .

E.2.1 The example of Swedish hydro power plants

To illustrate application of the state-transition-contingent aggregation we focus on the case of Swedish

hydro plants described in appendix B.5. Given this is a partial equilibrium model, taking prices as

constants, the clustered exogenous data consists of prices (p) and water inflow (Y ). We solve and

estimate the model presented in appendix E.2 for k = {25, 1000}. The full model with 8760 states is

included to show that our state-transition-contingent aggregation nests the full model in section B.3.

The estimation method is identical to the one described in section B.5 with the only change that the

probability density function in the log-likelihood objective (φ(xh(ξ))) now depends on the hourly random

variable xh(ξ) = Eh−E
∗
h(Ski , pki ; ξ) where average state dependent production, E∗ki(Ski , pki ; ξ), has been
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mapped into the hours contained in cluster ki41.

The model prediction of k = {25, 1000} and the full model with all 8760 hours are illustrated in E.1.

We see the overall shape of inter-temporal supply curve is well preserved in figure E.1a. As such, the

control variable (electricity production) behaves almost identical to the full model. The shape of the

hourly reservoir curve changes considerably fast in figure E.1b whenever down-scaling k. For low values

of k fluctuations within seasons are almost fully removed. However, the aggregate model does capture

the seasonal storage pattern over a year. In particular, in hours where seasons are split the aggregated

model and the model with all 8760 hours coincide.

Figure E.1: Performance of the state-contingent aggregation scheme.

(a) Power generation (GWh). (b) Reservoir level (GWh).

F Calibration

The model is calibrated to fit a the yearly moments for 2017 displayed in table 2. To this end, the model

is adjusted in a number of ways. As a first step we make three adjustments. Table 15 outlines the relevant

targets and parameters affected here. First, we target the overall price level by including a correction

factor in the marginal cost function for all dispatchable domestic plants. Second, we include a marginal

cost correction variable for all foreign dispatchable plants. Given that the total energy consumption

throughout a year enters exogenously in the demand function (see section ??), we do not need to include

a calibration parameter to fit energy consumption; it is always guaranteed to be at the correct level.

Thus, we only have to target either gross production of electricity or the total net imports in order to fit

both in our model. In calibrating to this target there are a number of alternatives to the marginal cost

component of foreign plants. These include adjustment of trade capacities, trade smoothing parameters

and the price elasticity of domestic demand for electricity. However, including a constant marginal cost

component across all foreign plants achieves the target very easily. Reassuringly, the required adjustment

to marginal costs of foreign plant is generally very small (less than 5 DKK/MWh). Third, we adjust the

41Note that E∗h(Ski
, pki

; ξ) still depends of the clustered exogenous data and not the actual hourly data.
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production capacities for a set of plants. This includes intermittent technologies that have (near) zero

marginal costs as wind, solar and hydro.42

Table 15: Calibration target and parameters, step 1

Target Adjustment of parameter
Average spot price (DK): Marginal cost parameter added to all dispatchable Danish plants
Sum of net import (DK): Marginal cost parameter added to all dispatchable foreign plants

Output targets (DK)

Electricity, intermittent plants
...

Heat, intermittent plants
...

Surplus heating Correction of yearly average capacity for relevant plant/fuel type

Electricity + heat, waste
...

Electricity + heat, bio gas
...

With the first three adjustments described above the model is relatively close to the targets for

all relevant endogenous variables. To fit the rest of the targets we add correction parameters to a

number of technical parameters. These include (1) efficiency corrections, (2) marginal cost corrections,

(3) production capacity corrections, and (4) fuel mix coefficient matrix corrections. We allow all four

types of corrections to be on a fuel type specific level in order to ensure that we reach the fuel input

targets in table 2. In contrast to a structural estimation, the parameters we unfix here are clearly not

identified from the targets above. We have approximately 3500 technical parameters that are endogenized

and only eight fuel input targets to hit. Our reasoning behind this approach is that technical parameters

should more or less be identified directly from our bottom-up data. As we a priori have no information

on which of the technical parameters best explain the discrepancy between the model solution and the

targets in table 2, we formulate a criterium function to be minimized, which penalizes large deviations

from the original bottom-up data. This is done subject to the model being in equilibrium and that all

targets in table 2 are met. The criterium function used here is given by

minQ ≡
∑
i∈FB

∑
j∈FF

(
CMC
i,j

)2
+wFM

(
CFMi,j − FMdata

i,j

)2
+wEff

(
CEffi,j − 1

)2
+wCap

(
Ccapi,j − 1

)2
,

where FB are the set of basic fuel types and FF are actual fuel types formed as a linear combination

of the basic fuel types. The marginal cost correction CMC
i,j is added to all plants’ marginal costs and

is therefore measured in DKK/MWh. CFM is the corrected fuel-mix matrix. It consists of variables

between zero and one with entry (i, j) denoting the amount of basic fuel i that is used for a plant of

fuel-type j. We only allow for non-zero values in the fuel-matrix to be adjusted. To remedy that the

corrections in CFMi,j are not measured in DKK as the marginal cost corrections, we include a weight

42We also allow for the adjustment of production capacity for plants using biogas and waste as primary input factors.
The reason for this is the same as for intermittent technologies. The supply is basically perfectly elastic at a very low price
and therefore fixed at capacity levels. Thus, the only way to affect the supply from these firms is basically through an
adjustment of the capacity variable.
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wFM . A large value of wFM indicates that we should change the marginal costs of the plant, rather than

coefficients in the fuel-mix matrix given by the bottom-up data. CEffi,j is a multiplicative correction term

on plants’ fuel efficiency. CCapi,j is a similar multiplicative correction term on plants’ production capacity.

To illustrate the effect of the calibration we plot the domestic supply functions split into technology-

and fuel types. Figure F.1 illustrates the supply of electricity in an average hourly state for Denmark.

The ’baseline’ included in the figure represents the supply function prior to any calibration of the model.

We include three calibrated versions with varying levels of the weight wCap to illustrate the importance of

the exogenous weights. Part (a) illustrates that the sum of supply is hardly changed after the calibration.

Part (b)-(f) further confirms that our calibration generally does not alter the supply from any one type

of technology too severely. In other words, for the model to reproduce the yearly moments in table 2, the

technical parameters from the bottom-up data barely have to be adjusted. In so far as the bottom-up

data is reliable this indicates that our modeling approach captures the most relevant features of equilibria

on the electricity market and in the district heating system.

Figure F.2 illustrates the Danish supply on electricity split onto fuel types. Compared to the technol-

ogy split in figure F.1, these figures illustrate slightly larger corrections of the model from the calibration

of it. Note that for waste plants we have to decrease the capacity quite a bit (around 10%) to fit the

amount of waste used for production of energy in 2017. This is simply because waste plants - in our

representation at least - are highly profitable. Thus, adjustments to marginal cost components would

have to be very large for the production from waste plants to go down in equilibrium.

The biggest correction, however, is for the supply based on biomass. In particular, the supply function

for plants using wood in production is somewhat different, at least at prices above 350 DKK/MWh. When

prices increase from around 350 to 500 DKK/MWh the calibrated model implies a small additional supply

from wood compared to the baseline (uncalibrated model). Furthermore, changing the weight wcap does

not seem to alleviate this issue. We note, however, that the supply still decreases when prices increase

above 500 DKK/MWh. This is due to plants that can apply more than one fuel-mix, and the way taxation

is levied on production of heating services compared to electricity. When electricity prices increase above

500 DKK/MWh, two types of CHP plants (wood- and straw-based) increase the relative production of

electricity compared to heating services. As the use of coal is taxed higher in the production of heat

relative to electricity, this induces CHP plants to substitute towards the use of coal instead of wood an

straw.
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Figure F.1: Danish supply of electricity on technology types

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Note: The figure shows the supply from Danish electricity plants varying the price level from 0-1500 DKK/MWh.
’Baseline’ indicates supply before calibration. We use yearly average productivity levels for intermittent technologies and a
price on heating at 200 DKK/MWh. The smoothing parameter σ described in section ?? is set to 50 here.
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Figure F.2: Danish supply of electricity on fuel types

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

continues on the next page...
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Figure F.2: Danish supply of electricity on fuel types

(g) (h)

Note: The figure shows the supply from Danish electricity plants varying the price level from 0-1500 DKK. ’Baseline’
indicates supply before calibration. We use yearly average productivity levels for intermittent technologies and a price on
heating at 200 DKK/MWh. The smoothing parameter σ described in section ?? is set to 50 here.
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